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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

176 CHAWLA T R: Adjustment and academic achievement. Psychologi-
cal Studies 1970, 15(1), 13-16. 8 ref.

Rotter's.Incomplete Sentences Blank was administered to a sample
of 301 male college students to find out their adjustment index,
The students were rank ordered on the basis of their percentage
of academic ranks obtained in..the final examination for predicting
academic achievement *yr th adjustment index. .The established
groups were: Group I, j 10 perorAnt, Group II, 21-40 percent,
Group III, 41-60 percent, Group IV, 61-80 percent and Group V,
80+ percent. The study revealed that:the success of the first
group cannot be predicted with adjustment. The academic achieve-
ment of other groups are closely related to adjustment. Lack
of adjustment is One of the factors of the low academic achieve-
ment.

177 CHOPRA K: Measured intelligence and academic achievement
as'related to cultural atmosphere in .the home. Progress of
Education 1970, 44(0), 322-6, 4 ref.

To assess the influence of cultural atmosphere of the homes of
pUpils on their academic achievement, a study was conducted on
624 students of X class ( age group 15 to 17 years ) belonging
to 6 urban And 2 rural Higher Secondary SchoelP in Luoknow
district. Data ware collected about parental education1 help
given by parents for studies at home, possession of books, magazines,
newspaper and radio. The students' levol,cf intelligence was
gatged by. administering PiogressiveMatrices Test:as untimed
capacity Test (Raven 1969) and their academic achievement was
calculated on the basis of their..marks in the:high'school first
public examination. The students were. grouped into 3 levels of
cultural atmosphere,; ElCd, average and below average.. The results
indicated that the better educated. parents take greater.interest
in their children's studies. Apart from this.it_was observed that
:there was a positive relationship between the level Of father's
education'and the'cultural atmosphere in the homes; Further, the



mean intelligence test scores and mean high school marks for the

students coming from better cultural atmosphere were higher than

those for the students coming from _the comparatively inferior

type of homes. Analysis of covariance showed that even when

measured intelligencewaS held constant the difference in mean

high school marks for the three cultural levels remained statistically

significant. It is suggested that the state should offer social

education to-parents andprovide-library-and reading room facilities

in localities where poorer sections of the society live.

178 DEO P, SHARMA S: Self-concept and school achievement.
Indian Educational Review 1970, 5(1), 100-5. 16 ref.

The Study was conducted to find out the exact relationship between
self-concept and school achievement. The sample consisted of
700 students (362 males and 338 females), randomly taken from the
final year of 13 higher secondary schools.randdnly drawn from four
States in 'India.. The tool used was self-concept inventory

:.'14a0ed on'pratibha'Deo's. (1963) Personality. Word List and

-StandardiSed by SharMa (1967), It was found that subjects (Ss)
With'a very high self- concept as well as those with a very low
self- concept` were low achievers,'Compared to those who came in
'the middle.' Fdrther, it was observed that oven though extreme
Self-conceptirouPs did not differ significantly` from each other,
Ss with high positive self-concept achieved 4iiher than the Ss
with high negative self-concept. ThiSanalysis again suggested
that there is a curvilinear relationahii, between self-:concept
and school achievement.

179 KRISHNA K P: Reading ability among 'high and low academic
achievers. Psychological Studies 1970, 15(1), 46-9. 6 ref.

Four tests of reading ability namely reading speed test, Hindi
vocabulary test; Hindi spelling test and academic inventory
wereadministered to a:sampile'of 200 unselected male students (Pre-

: UniVersity = 98; Degree I'=:1(i2) of the University of, Patna and
Magadh to compare reading ability' among highland low. academic
achievers:, In order to Compare the differences, if any, between
eollegs and school Samples, part'ofthe'data = 100) from the

:...Xith special class were also'died.: TheMeSnscores, of the. high and
lowachiever'groupe'Werecompared by:the application of t test.

. ,Result obtaine&fromReading Speed' Test indicated that 'high achiever
scored sighificantlY-higherthan the iol achieVer at the lith
special level.. :At-Pre;.UniVe'rnitY and Degree I. levels, the difference

. was notsignificant.';10n the'rest*:the three sub -tests .the
:,,differences were SigniticantbetWeen:hign.and,low:achieyers at all

the ttree-clasS:leVela except in'the"aaseacademic inventory,
. where the high nd-low anhieVern of Se-UniVersity sample did not
,digxer signi2icantl
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ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION

180 GUPTA L D: Inspector goes round his vigil. Haryana:Journal
of Education 1970, 3(2), 16-21.

The draWbackeof the present inspection procedures have been
discussed. The following main suggestions have been offered:
1) the supervisor should be aware of thedeficiencies of the
schools and the kind of relationship exis'ing between the head
of the institution and the other staff; 2) assessing teachers'
work on the basis.ofthe cumulative records ,of the students

. and :the teachers and not on the sample check up for _a few minutes;
3) adopting a suitable grading' scale for the appraisal of .the
work of the teacher, similar to the one evolved in the State
Institute of Education, Chandigarh,. which allots different marks to

.different items of inspection: the final, grade is,given on the
basis of total of all marks awarded to the different items after
inspection; 4) writing the inspection. report under separate
sections a) position of the school at the last, inspection,
b) progress made by the students andthe teachers indicating
the ..deficiencies not made up with reasons therefor., c) suggestions
for the future action, d) guidelines for the professional growth
of the teachers..

181 HASAN AHMJD S: Power structure in universities. Mainstream
1970,.,8(40, 13.16, 34.

Replacement of permanent headshipof a university department with
. headship by rotation from mong the senior faculty members of
the department.for.a fixed duration of two or three years has
been advocated for democratisation of.the.university Power
Structure. Periodic der:s:imental conferences, collectiVe guidance,
right.ofteachers to communicate directly With university'::
authorities instead of through theheads of the department's are
among. other. aspects discussed.

182 JOHN. V. V: Affiliating university - the Shape of its future.
Times.of India 15 June 1970, p.6, Cols. 3-5, 7. 1750 words."

The prevailing tensions in the affiliating universities have been
diScUssed. Thoughan.affiliating university with 0:teaching
.departments the headquarters directly administered by itself may
remove' the present-tensions, it may not be the best way'of looking
,after the interests, of students, nor of adVancing the cause of the
'higher learning.. The teaching departments of affiliating universi-
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ties were intended to set the tone and pace of academic work in the
colleges. Providing academic leadership,and the way to improve
the standerdn, of affiliated colleges is to give them freedom to

experiment .and to innovate. The authorities of an affiliating
'University should function largely as an accreditation agency
setting down norms and ensuring that. 411 institutions follow
them. Sharing of certain facilities like libraries, laboratories
and recreational centres between the colleges in a particular
city would promote a higher quality of academic life than the
imprOVident establishment of a new university.

. . . .

183 -NICHOLS G E: Technology education, professionalism and
organizational structure. University News 1970, 8(4), 13 -18,
4 ref.

The national goal of accelerated economic development has resulted
in large scale investments ,in modern educational facilities devoted
to_engineering and technology, Stress points have appeared where
the need for a highly creative and professional .orientation
conflicts with the rigid wiministrative systems and authority
embodied,in traditional models of these institutions. Structural
innovations can enhande the 'development of professional, academic
and administrative leadership and can, provide a better environment
for creative participation by all elements of the educational
establishment. First, an expanded upper management structure
is needed which is composed of administrator-professionals or
Deans to provide more .coordinated supervision and integrative
planning of key institutional functions. Second, leadership
training, can be provided in academic administration without
sacrifice of professional accomplishment by rotational assignments
of department heads and committee chairmen. Third; adequate
delegation and decentralization of authority is required in order
for administrators to be responsive to the:network of higher
authority created by an enhanoed.upper:management structure.
Fourth, organizational elements should be established to'guide
and encourage full student participation in institutional
life and to provide channels of discussion with administration
and faculty on the problems and concerns of the student' community.

184 TRIVEDI S L: Composition of staff, a factor in school -1 Nn
administration. Naya,Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1970, 12(3), 69-78.

The importance-Of staff composition in the smooth and efficient
menagement.Of:the InstitutionAs.pointed out. 'Thefollowing
factors whickaffect the school administration are discusaed:

'1) the members a.articular communIty,'being in the majority
in the staff, dominating the pchoolaffairst 2) the varying'interests,
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.responsibilities etc. of staff members who are local.persons and
'those,Who are fram. arlother'city or village; 3) members of staff
formingsubjecf alliances such as science teachers and arta'and
humanities teachers ,forming separate groups; 4) the dichotemy
between teachers.of rural and urban backgrounds; 5) the indifference
of .senior teachers towards juniors; 6) the implications of an
institution having a concentration of staff.members whose interests,
abilities and aPtitudes lie in a single Sphere,i.e. either In
classroom teaching or extra-curricular activities.

Student participation

185 BESAL D M: Student participation in university decision -
making prbcesses. NO Journal 1970, 4(4),'5-9.

The existing provisions for student participation .in decision-
making in different.universities, and various expert views on
the problem have been pointed out. Between the two extreme views
of the entire rejection and whole acceptance of students' involve-
ment in the decision-making processes isoamoderate view which
concedes students' participation in decisian-Making through their
representatives in extra-curricular activities. Though this view
is more rational, and likely 'lb be accepted in the present
academic situation, ultimately the universities will have to
accept.the complete involvement of students in.decision..mdking
processes as the democratic urge of students cannot. e blocked.
Student participation should be conceded_in a, positive and
demlratiC way, and not as a measure of corrective to student
riots.

ADULT EDUCATION`

186 GUPTA N R: Processes of adult learning. Indian Journal :of
Adult Education 1970, 31(6), 11-12, 14.

The need for adult education, specially that of a formal type, in
the society itself, in the factory and even on the job while at
work has been stressed. The following,suggeations bavebeen made:
1'Y-creating 'in.the adults the dire for learningL,2);helping them
to build up self-confidence; 3) impressing uPon them that they should
accept new ideas; 4) associating the education programme with major
social goals and adjusting the teaching methoda.to,the needs and
interests -of learners; 5)Creating hamogeneity.of ideas(and
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experiences to .make learning acceptable to the adults; 6) offering
them different incentives to learn and freedom to participate in
the learning process.

187' 'MA RA J S, RANJIT SINGH; Extension teaching methods and
fertiliser use. Fertiliser News 1970, 15(4), 16-17. 4 ref.

Fourteen extension teaching methods falling under four broad groups,
namely individual contact, group contact, mans contact. and indirect
contact, were studied on a group of 200 farmers in.20 villages
in Punjab to find out the efficiency of these methods regarding
farmers' way of.learning fertilizer use. Indirect influence through
neighbour got the highest score (20.4%) followed by result
demonstration (15.91) and farm and homevisits'(11.1%).respectively.
The reasons for'suoh.high impact of indirect influence could be
a high rate of illiteracy among the cultivators or that the
farmer takes up a method only on seeing its performance under
conditions similar to his own.

188 NAGAPPA .T R :. Preparation of a primer for functional literacy
programme for farmers in Mysore. 'Indian Journal of Adult Education
19/0, 31(4), 11..12, Cover

Describes in detail how the. Kannada primer, designed by the.
Research Division of the Mysore State Adult Education Council
for imparting functional literacy to.thafarmers of.Gangavaty area
helps `them in scientific farming. The 30 lessons of the primer
which are covered in a period of about 12 weeks, aim to develop
the fullowing abilities: a) to read with comprehension and fair
ease a passage (printed in bold types) dealing with the agricultural
operations of the area; b) to write short and simple letters to
officers of the Block DevelopMent and fill in official forms;
c) to make simple calculations involving agricultural activities
and to make a statement of income and expelditure.

BRAIN MAIN

189 : . MERRIAM M F; Brain drain study at' IIT Kanpur. Manpower.Journal
1969, 5(1), 52-82.

84

'A -questionnaire study. was, conducted AmOng .225 facUlty'and senior staff,

at'the-Indian Institute of Technology, Kanpur (IIT K) the majority
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OfWhom have hair foreign training and experiende. The following

conclusions. have been drawn: 1) an overwhelming majority of the
sample feel that brain drain is not a serious. problem for India
and that it will disappear when progress ismade;.2) the major
causes of the brain drain are: a) better opportunity for using
professional skill in the developed country; b) not enough suit -
.able, jobs An' India; c) batter standard of.. living in the developed
:country; 3) the most.important reasons why Indiansieturn to
India from developed com7.atries are a) desire t6 be a part of
Indian developrent, national.pride etc..; b) various family reasons
and personal preferences; 4) the incentives which are effective
in recruiting to III' K are; 1) generalfalourablereputation,
opportunity for research etc.i2) academic freedom., flexibility,
advancement opportunity, in a non-traditional university. .The

.:Peasures.that would help in controlling brain drain are: a) re-
. .cruiting:directly.froM abroad without personal interview; b)

restructuring existing institutions to give more freedom,
opportunity and Job satisfaction.

COURSES OF STUDY

190 , Automobile engineering as, a. potential. field for technical
training.... Transport and Communications .1970, 9(11), 5-7. ,,

Describes. how. the. automobile industry provides a ready-to...use
training field which,.embrace.3 all aspects of practical engineet-
i4g.. The student - trainee is made conversant with -. mechanical,
electrical, eleotronic,,,hy4raulic and-met4.11urgical engineering;
supervisOryfUnctionsijWorkof highly, skilled, skilled, semi-
skilled and ever; unskilledjabour; may non-manufacturAng aspects
like.sales and,purchase,.servicing etc.; and: personnel problems.
Though all the above conditions may beobtained in other industries
as well, the potentiality of.a training programme'in he:automobile
industry is greater because of the nature of the product turned out
and the importance it has in a developing country.

.

,

191 Education' in electro -chemistry L Editorial_/: Transactions of
the SAEST 1970, 5(1), 1.

The need for ilprovinit*L.presentstate,of education in electro-
chemistry, has been highlighted in thecontext.of-directadvances in
'eleC@orchemistry.as well..aainits related fioldst.v..InstitUtion
of.: a Commissicm-pn. education-,:inelectrochemistrY undertheauspices
. . _
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of SAEST (Society for Advancement of Electrochemical Science and
Technology)* to study the problem of introduction of suitable
courses in elactro-chemistry has. been recommended as the first
step in this direcion.

192 INDIA. UNIVERSITY GRANTS CO MISSION: $tetietles in Indian
universities, report of the University Grants Compassion Review
Committee. Delhi., the Commission, 1970. 140p.

;The review conunittee was appointed in 1967 for examining the
existing facilities in the universities for teaching.and .research
in statietics,.both pure and applied, and to recommend steps for
the improvement .Of the courses of study end promotion of research
in the .subject. The committee visited a number of university
departments as well as Governinent industrial establishments which
recruit statisticians, and hc.ld several ineetings. The report of the
committee and its recommendations have been given.

193 JAIN H K: Teaching of genetics in our universities. University
News 1970, 8(6), 4, 5.

The following, considerations should be kept in view in organizing
the .teaching- of genetics ; 1) : it has expanded so much that it is
now possible to teach it as a full-fledged subject; 2) at leaSt
some elements of genetics should be taught to all students of
biology ;irrespective of the fields of specialization. `These
requirements can be .hast..met :if .there :are independent..ciePartments

of ::genetics.:. In addition to providing,flexibility in the system
of allocating .courses to the:post-graduate students:, the genetics
.departmente can establish some links in the teaching Of botany,
zoology.. and other sciences .and also provide opportunities for
interaction of ideas ;Moth in research and teaching' of biology,
aa, they will draw their. students 'mostly front other departments
of life sciences..

194 PASSI B K: Maps are not the only important tools of geographical
anzlysis, Haryana Journal of Education 1970, 3(2), 35-8.

The importance of applying statistical techniques in the study of
geography wherever data are collected in numerical and quantitative
terms.lhas been illustrated with.exampies.1 It is 'nevertheless important
that the researcher should not only have, the -capacity to understand
.t4e; ertaltistical tools but also their' implications when applied to
geographical, problems,. There .haal thus emerged a: strongly felt need
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to introduce a course of research methodology at the master's
degreelevel.. The outmoded, topics in the syllabus of master's
degre.course should be replaced by new functional curriculum.

.

The students can. produce meaningful results out of their research
projects only if. they have ,an insight into the statistical analysis.

195 PRABHU G G: Professional training in mental retardation.
Indian Journal of Mental Retardation 1969, 2(2), 98-107, 14 ref.

. .

By' examining t' -courses of study it is pointed out that the
professional' peg :e - the general medical practitioner, pediatrician,

2. neurologist, otolaryngologist, clinical psychologist., psychiatrist
and medical social worker who are likely to .come in contact with
the .retarded in a clinical setting, are inadequately trained to

'deal.with.theprOblem. .However;the occupational therapists and
nurses who are to play anciliary roles haveeame elaborate training
t-graduate level. There is need to strengthen the various training
programmes of the professionals, by making the programmes problem
oriented and multidisciplinary in approach in order to enable
the personnel to feel adequate in-dealing with the retarded.

196 SHAH A M, AHLUWALIA Role of sociology in medical education
and research. Economic, and POlitiCal Weekly 1970,'5(17), 705-10.
7 ref.

The Importance of. training in. the social sciences for the medical
practitioner is generally conceded to. BUt,,the variousaSyrmts
ofsuch a training have to be considered to.decide whether social
sciences could be merely .added to the present.medical curriculum,
or a radical change in the medical education is required so ea
to achieve a new integration. It has also .to be'ascertained
whether the social sciences in India are so developed that.
inclusion of the subject in medical curriculUm would enablerthemedi-
cal practiticners to function more effectively. .The Content
of social sciences introduced in medical education will vary
according to the level of such education. It will also be'
necessary to.vork out the role of each of the different social
sciences in medical education and research. The discussion, in
this ,.paper has.been confined to:the role of sociology.

197 SINHA B P, JAISWAL N K: Training in agriculture for extension
. Officers.. Kurukshetra 1970, 19(7), 2-6.

The main aim of the present study conducted on the final year stu-
depts7of'Bihar,Agricultural College, Sabour Was ,to appraise their
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theoreticaliend practical knowledge on which largely depends
their effectiveness as Agricultural. Extension Officers (ABCs).
Keeping in vievithejob performance of AEOs, a questionnaire
to consider six areas of competency, namely, .1) subject matter
in agriculture, 2) social system, 3) programme planning and
evaluation, 4) teaching methods, 5) organisation and adminis-
tration, 6) basic concepts in extension, was administered. to 60

:stidents of whom 57 respOnded. The respondents attributed their
'low level of,.knOwledge to 'a) inadequate:field practical .work
done, b) inadequate attention and time devoted to the subjects
included in the non-specialization group. Based on the findings
of the study and suggestions made by the students, the following
steps have been recommended to improve the undergraduate. training:
1) making agricultural extension a compulsory subject, as majority
-of agricultural graduates are employed in extension service;
2) extending the period of its study to 3 years togive more
time to'practidal classes; 3) holding the. practical classes in
villages; 4) giving more:. importance to practical. classes; 5) giving
two consecutive:crolNeeason apprenticeship, training at agri-
cultural farms on completion. of the undergraduate training;
6) giving apprentiOeship training for a period of six months in
a good Community Development Block after the training in farm.

198 :
SRIDHAR RAO B: On broad - basing medical education. Naya

Shikshak (Teacher. Today). 1970, 12(3),..-,27-30. 7 ref.

The existing drawbacks in the medical education, have been pointed
.out and:broad.baking' the medical education by inclusion of
social and.behavioural.sciences'in the curriculum has been
suggested as:a remedy. The following measures have been recommended:
1) in:etudent.selection,'emphasis should be less on the candidate's
past: academic record.and measurable intelligence and more on the
extentottheir general: knowledge, talents, Skills,:hObbies,
participation in extra-mutal:activitiee, etc.4;*2) the medical
college staff should receive refresher courses ineocial'and

. behavioural.sciences3) the tiMe-devoted. to .4anatomY!.and,
'hospital teaching' should tieredueednd the time thUe'saved
should: be utilised for, visiting patients and Studyingtheir'family
and.sooial:environment; 4) the students'shouldbe'exPosed.tO large

.ft number:of:books on literature, sciences, philosophy and humanities
and frequent.lectures by eminent persona' in these fields should be
arranged.

.

199 Teaching of textiletechnologyit graduate level: EcOnaMic Times
7 June 1970, p.7, Cols. 1-2. 900 words.

. ,;
Abspnceof,integrated approachandquantititive'theoretiCal treatment
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of the subjects in the teaching of textile technology make the

graduate. n. textile technology.unfit.for7the industry inspite

of the good coverage.in the degree course ofost subjects
:'.needed for.hisprofession: It has, therefore been suggested

that - a) the teaching staff should have reasonabie*acqUaidtance
with disciplines other than their own, b) the students should be

given practical project assignments that require an integrated
approach, c) the teaching staff should be associated with the
staff oUresearch-institutions having experience in the use of

an integrated.quantiative,approach in.solving technical problems

of the industry.

CURRICULUM

200.- BasicvbbabUlar OeMarathi-speaking primary' school children.
Indian Educational Review 1970, 5(1), 129-31.

The investigation was carried out on.a.sample bt.8000.Marathi7.
speaking, children Studying In primary :.classes. The.sample was

divided, into two age-groups of 6 to 8 years and 8 to 10 years.
Different methods were used to identify the reproductive vocabulary
of .these .groups. The recognitiontvocabulary-llst for these
children,Wasialso:prepered. criterion of high frequency was
Used.to.'prepare the.basic.votebulary fromithtvreprodubtiveand .

recognition vocabulary. In Addition, lAlebasio vocabulary included
sOme words which-were..widely used in children's literature.

vocabulary: thus prepared.cOntained1135 words.

=

201 i(,!.- BRRIA R:- New:maths,- revolution or farce?. Hindustan Times
3 May' 1970,; p.7, Cols.-7-8; p.9., Cols.-5-6. 2500 words.

....Hesideethe change inthwsubject matter, new,tathematics:aims
,iatintroducing,theichild:to.mathematicaltextb.as exorcises in
logical thinking.::. rThe. follOwing-comment.hav.:been madelbn the
switch over.: to the newcourses.:ateohools1::1)moStOtthe.;teachers
seem to rely almost entirely on the lecture notes.thWtake down during
the summer schools, unprepared to answer students' offbeat questions;
2) -unfair criticism of new mathematics by the public; 3) hostility
of elderly teachers towards the young teachers interested in
:fclaqrinePtatioa;*4).,lack'of,creditntoany original thinking of the
student; 5).emphasis.lon book TOr1W6)r.abdence'Of:any'forM'of
continuity from.school to university mathematics. The _suggestions
given are: 1) explaining, he basic ideas in modern mathematics to
,the-layi.PUblic through mass'media;,4):-arranginirforlmutualdis-
cussions.between school teachersand-university-jetturersi7.

.
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g)-arranging lectures by university teachers to school boys in
'their final year; 4) making school children aware of the uses
of matheMatiCe in.day-te-day affairs; =its role' in industry and
in the problems of planning.

202 C3aCWXY J: Environmentai education - an urgent challenge
to mankind. School Science 1970, 8(1-2), 2-9,

Environmental education has bean defined as that, which aims at
creating the correct approach of man to his (natural) lnvironmant
in the sense of conservation.; wise use and management. It has
been discussed in detail how the environmental education should
be carried out as an integrated education system for children,
youth and adults. Such an integrated system will include formal
educr,,tion.at all levels and out-of-school aducationand

203 AmAisma s, GA1USBINV Ms 'Conservation education in the
new school syllabus in India. SchoblSCiance 1969, 7(4), 258-61,

204

Describes two oats of curricular materials prepared, one by the
Etiology group in the Department Of Science Education the National
Council of Educational ResearChand'Itaining (MUT) for Classes
I to XI and the other by the Sill ogy Study 'groups sat up by the
Nom,: The. NCERT lays ez:hastion'acnaerivation of natural
resources at several places la'the biOlagy;syllabus4 in environ-
mental approach runs through the entire biology course for the
middle school and there are special chapters on ecology for the
high school. A summarized ecological perspective of the entire
biology is given in the last section efthe middle school
syllabus.. The highschoal biolagy'cov.-de comprisei. chapters like
"populations", "acoeystems", "biosphere" and "conservation of
nature". In the other variant syllabus prepared by the Study
Iroupd-for classes:5-10'emOhails is on the vast array' of facts
abont'the availabie'resoUrcan and students are made toy think
through the enquiry approach haw best to keep' these intact. The
higiusChooIsyllabUS-gives'importance to the variant; types of
organisms.

:COPAL RAO. DI 0MirriculUm-deVeloOment for pOpUlatiin education.
Bducationel 'Forum 1970, 15(2), 1.5. 4 ref..'

-TheAfocialchinges proilde the necessary' imperatives fOrCOrricular
change. The curriculum Change 'new under -way in India seems to
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stem mainly from.two factors-;.knowledge explosion and population
explosion. Curriculum revision and development, especially in
the context of contemplated introduction of population education,

:..invplvas.the.following steps: 1) recognising the need forcurri-
:culum cheTig910.mobilising for the change; 3) studying the
rprlblems and-needs .of. the society; 4) studying the characteristics
an&needs.of:o4ildren;' 5).formulation of. educational objectives; 6)

..6),splection..af.,appropriate subject matter and activities;
7) prganizing learning experience and planning units of study;
8) evaluating. and launching the revised curriculum; the steps have

-bean discussed in details.

205 . NPITAV fl Vidyalayli6 mei 'tam -slikSE ki yljana (=Plan of
sax education in schools). L Hindi_/. Naya hikshak (Teacher
foday) 1970, 12(3), 66 -9.

Stressing the- neecifor sex education in schools, following.
suggestions have been made for the guidance of the teachers:
1) all students should be allowed t6 put any kind of questions
on this subject, so as to clear' their doubts and wrong notions;
ZYanswers.:should be in simple and precise language. based on
.:facts; 3)Japdels, pictures etc. should be used for better clari-
fication, Wherever necessary; 4) no part of the body should be
considered ploUs or. impious. In view of the delicacy of. the
subject theAleads..of the. institutions should depute well.
experienced.teaehers to teach this subject.

206 B.G: Some aspects of science' curriculum evaluation.
Teaching 1970;,42(4), 108-12. 6 refi

The three successive stages of curriculum development are - a)
formulation and planning of broad policies on science education
by educational philosophers and administrators, b) research into
the design of a chosen curriculum area and the preparation of
instructional materials by scientists and curriculum technicians,
c) testing' and introduction of the instructional materials in
aehoola,by!teachers. :valuation should form an integral part of
the eduaationAnorder,to continually regenerate.andmodify the
teaching strategy. Continuous evaluation and feedback should be
fused with the intuitive extrapolation of present data to future
trends, Jrowever, the. maln-hindranceAn the-three-tiered process
of: the present-communicatfen'barrier .

between',thethree:Ievelsi
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207 ROY I K: Contemporary situation and curricular reform.
Educational Miscellany 198869, 5(3-4), 19-32i,

Thevarious functions oeducatian have. been considered. The
criteria of.a curriculum which will be best suited to realise
them have been defined in terms of experience and activity and
it is observed .that the methods of realising the curricular
objectives will also have to .be based on experience and activity,
Curriculum must be of continuous development and reform. It

is suggested to guard against the following difficulties in the
way.of proper execution of the Curriculum reform .1) lack
of understanding and appreciation. of the need for reform on the
part of the general public; 2) inadequate teacher-preparation;
3) textbooks of indifferent quality; 4) inadequate supervision
and en unimaginative adMinistration; 5) inadequate finance,

208 . RUHELA S P: National -integration in India, sociological
issues for teachers' consideration. Educational Miscellany
1968 -69, 5(3-4), 45-60.

The political, economic and other cultural causes of'social.
tensions threatening national unity have been discussed. It is
suggested that_the schools .must ensure a safe and healthy social
environment in whichthe-children may internalise desirable values.
'Collective representations' through social celebrations, emblems,
flags,.slogans etc., and gdivision.ot labour' arethe two
methods through which the solidarity of the nation can be
strengthened. The educational institutions have to explore
the possibilities through which they can employ both these
methodsto promote. national integration. The:teachere have to
devise ways and means within the exiiting'eCciai and school
set up to develop proper attitudes and values in the students.

EDUCATION-: GENERAL .

:
.

209 BHATT.,$ R: Education froma'logical point of view. Indian
Educational Review. 1970, 5(1);-114-2d, 34 ref.

It

. .

is maintained that:the:language-used:by,edUcators,and educational
iresearcherais,often vague and confusing;bedause-Ot-Ita."open
texture', abbreviations, compressipns,'ellireet, suppressed pre-
mises, and other such features. As a result, loose thinking and
misleading concepts and assumptions slip in andfaulty generali-
zations are accepted uncritically. Hence, the importance of logic
in matters concerning education has.been asserted. Logic can be
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used in analieing,thaqafiguags of.eddcational discourse And in
:determining .the logical compOnentsibUthe edUdatiOdal. process.
It-can'alSO provide 'aeqUate research methodOlOgyi'and7norms
axlepatterniEl Of:theory construction and:concett formation, and
can also help in giving a logical order to curriculum framing

'and educatiOnal measurements and assessments,

210 Gandhian values in Indian education. Quest in Education 1970,
7(2)-1 61-4.

'A.nationalaeMiner on Gandhian values in Indian education was
held at SevagraM, Wardha,during February 1910, The recommendations
of the seminar have been listed.

1

211 JC6HI A C: Educational aims in changing India. 'Tribune
26 April 1970, p.4, Cols. 3-6; 3 May 1970, p.4, Cols. 3-5;
10 May 1970, p.4, Cols. 3-6. 5900 words.

. .
. .

The main suggestions are: 1) building up a.Massive programme for
the improvement of the common schools, organizing special
programmes for the gifted students; 3) conducting a survey of
all the*teaCher education institutions and closing dawn the
below-standard ones, and using the surplus capacity of other
institutions for refresher courses forworking'teachersr
'0.r4sing the period of teacher training, and :revising the
curriculum, 5) improvement lii the:aelectionAnktraining of
teachers being given the highest prioritif-inthe'educational
plans.; 6) development.Of a school currieulnm which inclUdes
modern concepts and understanding of the. subject; 7) preparation
of instructional materials like textbooks, teachers' guides/
manuals etc. based on the new curriculum; 8) introducing
technology as a part of 4eneral.edUcation in schools 'from an
early stage,

212 M2HTA H: Co-ducat ion - at what stages And why? Education
Quarterly 1969. 21(1) 22-5.

Coaddcation could solve Many of the difficulties such as shortage
of teacheri,'institutional-facilities eta, But ,there ,exists a
prejudice against it. The' present trends in coeducation at all
levels,of,siddcation has been studied in the context of the
recommendations of the Committee' for the BifferentiatiOn of Curri-
cula for Boys and Girls (1964) and the following observations have
been made: 1) coeducation in pre-primary, primary, middle, junior
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basic andAseniorbasic schools is possible within a short time
but secandarreducation.has to.spread,in rural.areagthrough
separata,iestitutions;.2) separate primary. eacherst training
.schoole would-be. preferable as most .of. such institutions would
'bejn,rural arens;.3) in the case of,voeational.and.technical
schools the number.olseparate institutiona'is onthe increase
while the percentage of girls in separate institutions as
compared to girls in coeducational institutions is getting less
and less; 4) separate adult education schools are needed for men

. .and women; 5) coeducational institutions would .be possible and
economical with regard to education for handicapped children;-
6).coeducation.would be :economical and efficientin the. case of
university education both general and professional; however,
separate institution should be provided where necessary, in
order to promote girls' education. .

213 Outlay on education 17Hditoriali: National Herald 20 April
1970, p.5, .cols. 1-2. 700 words. . .

: .

TheEducation.Ministry's concern over the.ileagreallOcation of
z.840 crores or 5.8% of the totalcutlay_to education is
justified .in view of the importance of .education is for national
development. The deereened outlay will impede any..vigorous
drive to ,implement the. national policy on education.'... Attention
is drawnto thenansepok wastage in education. It has been

.auggested that instead of providing free:education to all
school-children, only poor children be given special facilities
and others made to pay :the lees. . The move to set _up pilot.pro-
jectsftO Cover. fields of wastage and, stagnation at the .primary
stage,: girls' education, educatiOnof.the socially..handicapped
and adUlt literacy, has been hailed.

214 .:RAO R V. Garidhian values in Indian education.. Quest
in Education 1970, 7(2), 53-9.

It is pleaded that the following Gandhian values should be
incorporated in the, Indian education: 1) truth and non-violence;
2) giving dignity to manual work; 3) attitudes of tolerance, mutual
respect and mutual appreciation for the harmonious operation ot
the multi-religious and multi-lingual Indian society; 4) education
as an instrument for the development of the whole personality;
5) 1dentifi6ation with_ :the ;Oar and handicapped of.the people;
6) recognition of the worth' of, human personality as such and the
overcoming'of'emotional harriers to the development of .a feeling of
oneness of the hUmari race.
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215 . BANEEjY8 '.e,1:0UTTA A; CAATT.IiRJI S mtiKER**., ..Invest igat ion
irito.the ' interest pattern of deaf childrene,-PSyCholOgy .Annual
1970, 4, 40-4.: 8. 'rpf:,

':
216

Chatter3 1"6 NOn-languiage 'Preference Record (Gra) was administered
to ltiCi' deaf children, 62 boys and 58 girls of age range .14 to 18
years' To.Compare the means of scOres.of the deaf children with
thoae of norinal Children, the means and standard deviations of

acores of 200 normal children (age 12-16 years) presented in the
supervisor's manual of CNPR were utilised. It was found that the
interests of the deaf, children are completely different iron
those of the normal children though. these .deaf children belong

'i."to. the:same soCioLecOnornie set Up. more' stable pattern of
'intereStii of deaf and thuith children Could be obtainedby administering
the inventory on a larger group. The availability of this interest
pattern would help the counsellor at the time of guidance.

, .

WTI' J: Iniiestigation into the leader behaviour characteris:.
!' ties Oihigher 'Secondary school leave*. yducational.Miscellany
.1968.439; 5(3.14); 51-61, 15 ref.

4-questionnaire prepared on the basis, of leader .Behaviour..
'Description Questionnaire(HeMphill and Coons ),was administered
to 200 stdderits (boys and girls) of XI class to study their
characteristics in nine dimensions of leadership. The following
are the findings: 1') the students,' as a wholei were better: in the
areas of conthuniCatiozi, dondnat ion and membership .t ben4n
other areas, and Were poor in' integration, organization and

':recognition; . 2)'the girls were superior to the. boys with regard
to the!.dimensio..i 'of .communiCatiort, initiation, integration,
organization and' produCtiOn4 3) boys were, superior to girls in
the areas of recognition and representation; 4) in the areas of
domination and. membership, boys are a little superior to girls.
The limitation of the study has been discussed and some suggestions
for further research have been made-

217 BRAN faotOrEi in.creative potentiality, Manas 1970,17(1), 21 - ?. 6 ref.

The.study was designed to find out the ;:elationship if any. between
the creative .potentiali and Some of the social factors like intro...familial relationship,"health, .etc. Sixty. six postgraduate students
(age,e,20-.2.8 years), were administered the Rorschach Psychodiagnostic
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test to identify subjects with high creative potentiality and
the subjects with low creative potentiality. 4 self-designed
NonDireCtive Interview Schedule was used to collect data
regarding 1) the family history of the subject; 2). early
development; 3) educational history; 4) emotional development;
5) aims and aspirations,,.etc. It was found that none of the

:0001 'factors had significant relationship to creative
potentiality.. It has been concluded that the environment,
however rich, healthy and stimulating, plays a .very .insigni-

ficant role in deVeloping creative potential. further, the
study revealeCthat creative potentiality. is _insignificantly
affeCted-bY adverse, unhealthy environment, It is maintained
that .'heredity is the chief determinant of. the creative. potentiality.

. ,

218 "BHUSHAN .L /nvestigation into certain Personality corre-
lates of leadership preference. Psychological Studies 1970, 15(1),
40-5, 22 ref. .

,

A homogeneous sample, comprising 400 undergraduate male students
belonging to middle and lower-middle income groups, was randomly
drawn for the study. The Hindi vers4ons A.1.2ports, A - S
"(aaceridarice submission) Reaction. Study andEysenck's Personality
iriveritcry. and Bhushan's LP Scale (Shushan L I: Scale of leadersLip
Preference, Psychological Studies 3:969, 14, 28-34) in Hindi,
were administered in small groups of nearly 20 students each
allowing every subject to take only one test a day. Significant
poesitive Correlations Were found between the - Scores and
the scores on the A - S Reaction Study and Extraversion -
scale, while the scores on the LP - scale and neuroticiam scale
yielded a negative correlation. On this basis, as also on the
tiabia ofcomparisons of LP - scores of the extreme docile
'groupa'-en each of the:three personality variables; it is
concluded that theaubjects high in ascendance, extraversion
and emotional stability preferred. democra' is leadership, while
:'the submissive,' introvert and neurotic :.subjects 'indicated'
theirpreference for authoritarian leadership,

! I

219 BOSE; U, SINHA S, CHATTERJI S, MUKERJEE Investigation
it tothe interest patterns of the students in science, humanities:!rt and commerce streams at the higher secondary level. Journal of
,Psychological :Researches 1970, .14(1), 14-2.: 4 ref.

Chatterji's Non-language Preference Record was administeredto
.

628 students (357 boys, .271:girlS) of grade XI of.14 higher. .secondary
EIMIQP114. of1'..Calcutt:to,develop norms. of different' interests of the
higher secondary` students ,of', different ,streams of study-and.to isolate
the typical' interest patterns for these..grouts'. ''The analysis of
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the data revealed that the interest patterns for all the groups
.:were.not ideptical.and,the'pairwise comparison. indicated that

there was wide variation between, the groUpsAmthis.reSpect.
Much similarity was observed. between the interest patterns of .

the commerce and.the humanities group. The interest patterns
ofscience.groupwere found to be.very much different from that
,of :the other groups,. These siMilarities.and didaimilarities
among the:interest:patterns could provide adequate aid in a

,.guidanCe,situation,,Using the highersecondary total marks
c3btained .by .these. students as the criterion, three new scales
of. intereat,inhumanitiess commercei,:amd science streams' of

ptudyare, being developed, .
. ,

, , ,
.

220 . Days,. PN.! Achievement motivation :and risk-taking in
kindergarten children.-,Journal of Psychologioal'Researchei 1970,
14(1) 7.43 9 ref.- -

The study undertaken to investigate the relationship between
risk taking .and .n Achievement of children by using both Stanford -
Sinet Intelligence Test and the DPODLW test, revealed the follow-
irifP,/) n Achievement and risk - taking ardlairly devel4edin
filie-yearold,children; 2) the Stanford -binet%IntelligenCe
Test is a tai*ly reliable and.valid instrumenttor measuring
achievement motivation in children; 3) children with high
intelligence took more moderate risks than the children with low
intelligence.

221 H040. P .BOW4Y 8: Relationship between LWA intelligence
and'ipSight :AWychological studies 1970, 15(1)i.i77. 8 ref.

. .

.

Kohs. Blocks. Designs Teat.was'administered to a'sample of six y
vior.graduat e students of Punjab University, constituting
.3.1004P6 of 0.:each .(10 male, IOlfemale).-The.:thr;ega0.dui*
renresenied the three levels of IQ - highs average'and 146W..
The three groups were compared on the LWA (Learning without
awareness) task with respect to capacity to verbalise, number of
words reached before verbalisations LWA scores and LWA .span.
ReqA1ts showed,that the high IQ group differed significantly from
the oher-two..groups.on ail:theseaSpeCts. It seems that superior
intelligenCe'not only brings earlier' insight but also shortens the
LWA span and affects the LWA scores also. The average and low
groups, did not differ significantly frOmpachother,:
. ,
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222 DRAWANIilt.' DOciOdiama'and'iOle playing in guidance. NIB

Journal 1970,4(5-6); 30-6.'6' ref.

It is observed that sOCiodrame and rOle'Playing:can.be used as

'a group'gUidance technique for students'Confronting difficult
social and personal'problensin their day :to day, life. The

various atepSinVolvedlain role playing sessions are

i) selection of'reallife adolescent.problem;,2):warming up;
3) selection-of'partiCipants; 4) preparing the.group toobserve
role playing; 5) dramatization and 6) discuss-On of the performance.

These steps have been described. The technique of role playing

should not be overused. The age and other characteristics
of the group, the group climate and its compositionand:the
probleMs that the studentsare generallyffeized with. are the
fantOrs to be:Cansidered while deciding whenand 19w:the:
technique has to be used. The counsellor should not be over-

active as to deprive the group of opportunities for spontaneity

and independence.

rq'

223 DIXIT R.&,!SHARMA D 6: 140y.ofattidept-teacher relationship
interms of value incorporation. Journal of Psychological
Researches 1970,: 14(2), 57-63. 4 ref,

.

.

A scale of values developed in Hindi by Bhatnaiar (1963) wee;

administered to 100 subjects (50 males and 50 females) half
of them high school- students and the other.half high school
teachers. The following results .were obtained: 1) the rank
position of six values differs from grouP.to.group although
no sex differences are found in the 'tank positions of teachers;
2Y boys differ from girls on theoretical and religioUs values;
3) boys and girls differ significantly from their male and,
female teachers respeCtivelY on politcal andaeithetic values;
Agirls differ from nale-teachers'on politinal theoretical and
aesthetic-values, and. boys'differfrom female teachers.= .aesthetic
value only.::.

.

- .

224 DLITT :14,.1(1 Studystif anxiety and some cOrielated.. Journal of
PsychologicalAesearches 1970,' 14(2); 60-2..18

The study alms.at-finding out theintercOrielation among anxiety,
ascendance-submission (AZ), escapist attitudes, religious attitudes,
neuroticism (N), and extraversion (E). The following tests were
administered to 243 randomly selected postgraduate students of Panjab
University: 1) the Dutt Enrsonality Inventory; 2) Allport's A_S
Reaction Study adapted to Indian population; 3) Escapist Attitude
Scale by Dutt; 4) Religious Attitude Scale by Dutt, 5) At;P.I adapted
to Indian population by Dutt. The following conclusions were
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drawn: 1) N has almost the same magnitude of correlations with

Ar.S, B,-i.eligions'attitudes and escapistattitudesjas anxiety
ba6;:the correlation between N and anxiety is also very high;

2) E is unrelated to A4 reactions, N. Pr.4 anxiety; 3) 11 has

a low and negative correlation with.religious and escapist atti-

tUdes; 4) .anxiety his'a significant and negative.Oorrelation with, ,

.

kr1; it'dan:be concluded, that anxiety leads some people to

submiSeiOn;' 5) anxiety has .a marked correlation with escapist
attitUdeS and religious attitudes; 6) ,the religious attitudes
and.esCaPist:attitpdes are highly correlated; 7) A-S has a
'aignificanttand negative correlation with religious and

escapist attitudes.

225 JAWA 8: Creativity,and orientation type. Psychology

Annual 1970 4, 45.4 25 ref.

.
. .

Pre-conscious ActivityScale developed by Holland and Baird

(1968) was used to assess creativity. Orientation Inventory
developed by Bass (1962) was used to assess the relative posi-
tions of .the individuals on three scales. of orientation, viz.

'Wselforientation; 2)Anteractionrorientation; 3). task

Orientation.' The 'scales together with personal data. schedule
were administered to 61 undergraduates (age 17-21 years), The
findings ,revealed that task-orientation is positively related to
creativity, whereas interaction-orientation reveals inverse
relationship. The correlation between-measures of.task-orlentation
and creativity .was significant at 0,01 level. ,.iurther, the subjects
were grouped as ''high' 'aVeraget.and'low' creative and :the
examination of the amount of each type of orientation .expressed by
theiegroups in terns of.means revealed that the subjects who are
high' Creative seem' to be more task - oriented, less self-oriented
and still less. interaction oriented. .

,.

226 KAM In- Need structures. of public and non - public school
Education and Psychology Reviw 1970,-10(2)4 103-6..

10 edf,

Bhatnagar's Hindi version of Edwards Personal Preference Schedule
(EPP6) was administered on 95 boys of Mayo College, Ajmer (a public
school) and 120 .randomly, selected treys of four .non-public higher .

senondary.sch8018.:The.boye.were and,sof age..range
1348 years. On the.bazid-Of the. scores obtained on:15;needs of
=vs, means, SDs and t-values were computed to test the differences
between the two groups. The means of need achievement, need domi-
nance, need order, need exhibition, need,change and need aggression
were 'found to significantly higheriforpublic.schOol:bOys and
hatAafthe- need effiliatiOn, needSuccourance,:i6ineed endurance,

Significantly higher tor non public school
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227 KUMARI: Sensory-motor learning in high and IOW anxious
male,and:female undergraduates. Manain; 1970.: 17(1)c:29734: 8 ref.

..

The'.Taylorfs Manifest Aindety Scale was adMinistered to 20 male
...and, 20' female: students (age 15720 years). of Bhagalpur. University

and the two .groupe were further' divided into high and low anxious
groups'.1The four 'groups were tested' against a sensory -motor
taSk,using star pattern device. Final analysis took place in
terms of their time in.secondS, errors cOininitted and.trials taken
using t-test. Analysis revealed that high anxious .Males 'and
female's do not take equal time in perforMing a sensory-motor
task. Low anxious males and females do not exhibit similar
reaction pattern. To some extent the low anxious females take
more time in performing a sensory motor task than high anxious
females whereas a reverse pattern is found in high and low
anxious males. The study does not provide anydefinite' `Conclusion
except a basis for future research with sex and anxiety as
variables.

228 raiirA H, JUNEJA S, ROHILA P K: Factors influencing choice
of school subjects. NIB Journal 1970,4(5 -6), 53:.62; 23 ref.

A

!

The research and other 'relevant 'literature in India and abroad
suggest that subject choices of students are 'produCts e.v.1 a number

,f act ors .. Among fact ors related to school, 7choipes of,
Subjectsdepend on their utility, eaSinesa, availability in the
school, interesting subject matter 'arid' activity involved,' previous
achievement and., perceptions of success, 'Teachers ale a wield
a, Strong influence. SocioeconomiC'fact ors were no lese important
influencers. Parenta' advice and the social prestige' Of the
subjects acted as strong determinants,: Factors like abilities,
interests, etc., do play an important role. With regard to the
methodology of the researches reviewed, it has been found that
questionnaire method has been most frequently employed for
data collection. Use of *more sophisticated research designs,
better tools of assessment and interview methOd hais been
suggested,. It is also observed that theories of vocational choice
can be usefully adopted for research on choice of subjects.

229 =SRA: S. Ls -Ccraparative study"of rellgio7caste differences in
concept lormation.sbilitY of young adults; psychology, Annual 1970,
4,. 10.12. 6 ref..:: :.,'.. . ...

A sample .of students :(age 14 -19 years :) equally :representing
Hindu and. Muslim, religions was chosen, fOr the ?tildy;,. . Six. Hindu
castes, namely.Brahmiri, VashYa,'RajpUt,...Khatri. Kayaeth and
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230

. . .
. . .

SChedule, eaoh.having 24 atuden*representedthe Hindu community,
'Shia and Riinni each having 72 students'repreOented MuSlim
comMunity.Lovell's concept fOrmatiOn Test and Trist Hargreave's
Concept Formation Test were administered. The following results
were obtained: 1) an both the tests Muslim students scored higher
than Hindu students which show the superiority of Muslim students;
2) the.schedule caste emerged to be possessing the lowest concept:
forMation2ability significantly differing from other: Hindu castes:"
3) Shia and Sunni Sects did not differ Irdm'each other on both
the tests,

,

OJHA H: Experimental study of Prestige suggeStiOn in female
extraverts and introverts. Manes 1970, 17(1), 1.481 11 ref.

. . -
The'Magds1PYParsonalitylInventory.Wap adiinistered to 200 female
undergraduatei. 9nthe basis of thOiy sores on this test, two
distinct4rotips, each consisting Cf.A0SubjeCtOwere fOried.
The prestige suggestion experiment las:.Conducted'in three sessions:
1) all subjects of the two groupsranke2 slogans of national
significance; 2) the subjects ranked 12 names of leaders;
3) the subjects ranked the same 12 slogans.. paired. with the names
of leaders; The results showed that extraVertjethaliiS:Yield
more to the influence Of prestige Suggestion than introverts.

,
. .

231 1$46AW:.M-N: Health and parental education in personal
-adjustment, .Psychological Studies 1970,.16(1), 55,..6. 2 ref.

, .
. .

The hypothesis that both health "and parental education are
'poiitiVelicorrelated with the overall adjustment .of an individual
has been studied. The first .factor hes.proveetobe associated
.viteh'personal. adjustment, while the role of the Second_factor,
though positive, appears less conClusive.

232 PRPTAP SINGH .u, sysb NERAL AKTHAR: Children's. Apperception
Test in the study of orphans. Psychology Annual. 1970, 4, 1-6.
12 ref.

An attempt has been made to see how' the children's Apiarception
Test (CAT) pictures stimulate the imagination of the orphans and
give out clues to specific areas of potential conflict of motivational
importance. 24 .orphan boys (age 6-10 years) were administered
Choudary's Indian adaptation of.Hellack's CAT (10 pictures). The
total of 240 stories were analysed according to Hallak's scheme.
The results led to the conclusion that in general the personality
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of an orphan is critical, aggressive, full of anxieties and
conflicts .which hamper.his creative and imaginativelaculty.
He.deVelops aggression and hostile attitudes towards authority.
ThOUghthe ego remains integrated,: the superego is very
severe;

233 RAINA M K: Creativity research and its implications.
Educational Miscellany 1968-69, 5(3-4) 1-18. SO ref.

Creativity, is defined and its relationship with intelligence,
academic :achievement and parsopalityss revealed by research
studies have beenidiscussed. It is observed .that the prevailing
educational syltemianet conduciVe to promoting creativity.
For.deielopingand'identifying creative talents, the teacher
himself has to be creative,' otherwise, there is a danger of
mistaking creativity for abnormality. Creativity research has
a considerable. significance for bringing, improvement in the
textbooks and methode of instruction. it alse,Points to -same
mOdifications in teacher selection and retention programmes.

234 RAINA M K: Study of creativity in teachers. Psychological
Studies 1970, 15(1), 2833. 23 ref.

The non-verbal form of the Torrance Test of Creative Thinking
, was administqed to a sample of 55 student teachers 00.male +
25 female) of age.renging between 25. and 48,. to find ..out the sex
differences among the teachers in creative thinking ability
and to determine whether such variables as age and experience
wore.related to creativity. Using t.-ratio. to test the signi-
ficance. of the mean differences between male and female. teachers
on the various dimenpiopp and total creativity, it was :found
that thoUgh females scored higher than the males except on the
originality factor, the difference between the.means.except in
originality was not significant. The correlation between fluency
and age was negative and insignificant between flexibility
and age it was positive but not significant, between elaboration
and age positive sand. significant at 5%; and between total
creativity, and age it was positive and significant at .5% level.
The co-efficient of.correlatiOn'between years ef experience and
fluency, and flexibility, is minus but not significant, and with
rest of the two factors and total creativity it is positive but
in no case significant.
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235 .fl 'RAINA T N: :Comparisen'of personality attributes of high
and lOvr authoritarian student teachers. Journal of Itychologi-
cal Researches 1970, 14(2),.43-9. 11 ref.

One hundred'mple B.4d'students (age 20-45 years) of same socio-
economic status, Werwradministered the F scale (a measure of
antidemocratic potential) of.Adorno.et'al. Those.who,scored.
in the" upper.fourtb.on the 7-,Scale were..included..in the high

.:puthoritariari group and-those.in the lower fourth, 'in the low
uthOritariiss :group. The Edwards PIS was earlier administered

to these' subjects. The high Authoritarian group had significantly
higher Mean scores than thellow authoritarian group on the need
ndicips'for deferenceiorder, succorance abasement and aggression.
The low authoritarian groupshowedsignificantly higher need
indides. for' achievement, autonomy, intraception, change. and

'-heterosexdality,-NO group differenceervere found on the need
-7' 'indicies of exhibition, affiliation, dominance,. nurturance

and endurance.- This lent support to the main hypothesisthat
significant relationship existed between the extent of

authoritarianism and the personality need structure.

236 - SHANTHAMANI V S: Relationship between intelligence and
certain other variables. Journal of Psychological' Researches
1970, 14(1), 28-34. 6 ref.

Alexanderts Battery ofPerformance Test was administered to
300 girl students and .Of grade VIII, IX and X,.100 ineach
gradeforthe study..AeSUlts: indicated- that the following
factor0 have positive influence upon intelligence: 1) optional
subject; '2) sibiingstatusv 3) profesnional, agricultural and
managerial occupation and economic status of parente,ami.
4) casteOlducational qualification of the fathers and
Single or joint family system have' no'influente on the intelli-
gence of children. The effett of rural' and urban'envirorutient
on 'intelligence is of minorsignificance.

. .

237 !-,, SINGH ,;;Concept of.lselft in modern psychology; Indian
-Educational ReView1970, 5(l), 8499..52 ref.

. .

The history of the concept of 'self' during the development of -

psychological theory over the past hundred years is traced and it is
shown how this. concept, has gradually come to be accepted, The
meaning given to this concept by various psychologists, the'
Psychological process of self-development, and some of the methods
and techniques recently developed for the study of the 'self' are
discussed,
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238 Attitude of students toward worldmindedness.
..ournal ofIsychological Researches 1970, 14(1), 22-7. 9 ref.

200 students of Patna University, 100.undergraduate.(50 male,
50 female) id 100 :postgraduate ..(50 ma1e, 50 female), were

:subjected tothestudy. Theworld-wanded.attitude.test developed.
,by Sampson.andSmith.wasased. :Thetest.nOveredeight issues
'of high repute,. .viz, religion, linmigration,,government, economics,
vatriotis;m,. race, education and war,. The results of the, study
showed that Onaniamerage the students are pro-worldminded.
The..'females.are moreworldmindedthaa the, males. There is an
ificrease..inworldminded attitude score from the freshmen to
the seniors. The mature and.advancedgirl students have better
scores in comparison to similar' boy students....Tneurbanstudents
are more worldminded.than their. rural.countenerts, The,wOrld-
mindednessof.students.:is hardly influenced by their parents,'
occupation, Students have got highest -pro-worldminded attitude
toward education, followed by -race and economics. They are almost
anti-worldminded toward religion :and patriotism and neutral
to other issues.

239 . SIMLA. RM P: Ferceptual judgements of dependence prone persons
in presence and absence of external. cues. Manes 1970, 17(1),
41-7. 6 ref.

The Dependence Prone (DP) Scale (Sinha, 1988) kaff administered
to 200 male students of Gaya College, On the basis of the scores
high on DP (N=30) and .low on DP (N=30) group.of students were
selected. These subjects were individually contacted and their
perception of time for 5 sec; and 10 sec. in random. order was
taken, The subjects were administered Muller - Lyre Illusion
Test. Feather line with.50mm. was kept as standard. Five
trials were given, On the basis of the results .the following
conclusions were drawn: 1) when external cues are absolutely
missing the perception of. high DP subjects, do not vary in a
significant way; 2) although there exists a mild tendency in
high DP to overestimate the temporal intervals, when different
external cues axe available, high ;or subjects are greatly
influenced,by those cues, whereas the low DI' subjects' may or may
not be influenced by the, cues depending on their relative positions
in the perceptual field,
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240 -.TRIPATH1 's B: Influence of 'sex difference on test scores.
Journal oflbSyChdlogiCal Researches 1970,.14(2), 53-8, 11 ref.

It was'asiumed that innOn.4erbal test of general mental ability
-(Joshi & Tripathi,..1966), the Scores will not be'biased.in favour
of either sex. To verity this assumptiOn, the test was administered
to 250 girls and 525'boya Of grasies'M to VIII drawn by
incidental - purposive sampling technique. The subjects belonged
to lower middle socio-economic level. The results indicated
that there was no real difference in the mean test scores of
girls and boys at different age levels. This characteristic

'expandis.the area of applications of this test on children of
both the sexes.

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

241 ADAVAL S Inter-disciplinary approach in educational
research. (In Educational research, an interdiSciPlinary approach,

',i.eport of a'seminar. Delhi, Central Institute of Education,
1969: 38.-49)i

It is pointea out that there could be three approaches to
educational research, namely, intra-disciplinarY, träns-
disciplinary, inter-disciplinary. These have been defined and
discussed, Also, the implications of inter-disciplinary approach
in educational research in a developing society have been
discussed, With regard to priorities in educational research,
the problems, it is observed, could be divided into 4 categories:
1) training and education of manpower for increased productivity;
2) mass education; 3) coordination and integration of educational
programmes for their smooth, effective vertical and horizontal
'growth; 4) teaching personnel. .

242 AHLaNALIA S P: Educational research in India -nbird'seye-
f:. ?view.' 'Quest in Education 1970, 7(2), 70-5.-4:ref.

The history Otnducationalresearch'trilndia is bareli! of 30 years.
BoMbaYAIniversitr.institUted new tourdes-in educational, research in
the latethirties.Y By 1947 only five universities had instituted
degrees in educational research. :After'IndoPen4eilce ibe'.Gnvernment
of India establishedanuaber of specialised institutions during
IVhe:first-and,seccondplie-Year Plans for conducting and .Promoting
research. 1961.the-National Council ofilau'OationalResearch

Training '(NCERT)-. was'aetlip, The educational research done/
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being done in.the cOuntry can be classified into l) those done... . . . . .

by degree seekers, '2). those done, independently ,by staff of
training .callegets.and universities; .3) those ;undertaken
through government and other grants-in-aid; 4) those done by
.voluntar.y..and,professional.,organizations of teachers,. etc.

0) those done by organizatione. of Central and State Government.
duCaional research in the. country is a post-independence
phenomenon end. t he Indian universities contribute . substantially
to the quantity of research.

. ,

243 DUIT Os.. .Educational, research, an inter-disciplinary approach.
(In Educational research, an interdisciplinary approach,. report
of a seminar. Delhi, Central Institute of Education, 1969.
50-60).

The necessity to have an .1nterdisciplinary approach in educational
research is stressed. That such an approach hadnot been adopted
in the majority of the research projects, may be due to 1) borrowing
of research results from other. countries and. to 2) the fact
that colleges and Departments of education,are the only.sponsoring
Agency. of such projects. It is maintained. that the following
four areas needed greatvr attention with inter-disciplinary
support; 1) social, factors affecting the vocational developnent
of Indian boys and girls; 2) impact of education on the under-
privileged children at all levels of school; 3) study of school
as a social institution.; 4) study of teachers under the following
subheadsk.a) teacher a:6 a socialising 'agent in the classroom,
b) social roleof the teachers, c) social origin of teachers,
d) teaching as a career.

. .,

244 MENROTRA R N; Bird's eye view of educational research in
India during 1939-66,- (In EduCational research, an interdisciplinary

: approach, report of a seminar. Delhi, Central Institute of
Education, 1969. 61-72).

;--)

;!...

An analysis of dissertations and theses submitted for M.Ed PhD,
and D.Litt. degiees of varidus Indian universities, has led to the
following observations; 1) very little conscious effort seems to
have been made for doing,research by bringing together a number of

.

disciplines; a deep inter-disciplinary research thesis is rare;
2) the few .researctlivi, who aze-priniarily involved in disciplines
other than ..education do not have the background of a study, of
education; 3) among the disCiplines which.,:have been brought to bear
cm educeti.Onal research, .FeychOlogy has been the mest-predominant,

1=Z the others arranged in order of the amount of their .influence are
a) history, b) philosophy, c) economics, d) political science,
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e) law; 4) application,of elementary,;,statistics has been made
very widely; 5) .milah'.ok" the' *ierieeiaii work pertains to areas such
as measurement, evaluation, guidance, educational administration,Basic education,

EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY

245 CASPERSV 'Pt.' SoqiolOgYl'Of education. Teaching 1970, 42(4),

.

The social character of education and the need for analyticsociological sCrirtiny in secondary Scheele in view of the
adolescent natUre of 'the students have been pointed out,. . The
following suggest ions have' been Offered for the vitirking teachers;1) seeking a consensus on the goals of education in general and
specifically on the goals of their own Schools; 2) analysingthe school as an on-going social system; 3) reflectincon the.attitudes of the pupils and on measures that may be taken to
render' these 'attitUdeS' more functional :towards goal-attainment,4) appri9fttgthe relationship, actually existing or potential,
between the school and the pupils' home arid environmental
backgrounds; 5) carrying out the teaching task in the whole contextof the nation and of the contemporary world. !,.

246 SHARMA A: Understanding social and emotional climate of theclassroom. NIE Journal 1970, 4(5-6) 5l3.
. . . ,

The academic, ' ento0.onal* and social ,devalopment of a. student is
,

affected .by.the.POsitiOn he 'holds arqcng hisciassmates;,hence
the need for the te.aeher,ii. concern for iAnderOtanciihg,:the Social-emotional'. climate of the 'claes-roOm.. The .;eool,oRietr ic techniqueis e.simple, easy and accurate : device .tor understanding social -'eStctione.). climte of the 'classroom. In its ,administration, itrequires..individnalg tifi'chtSe a'given inzinbei...of..associates forz .,,!..Opme group situation or ctiVity. In analysing the-sociometricdata, t he -tiret Step'igisüaII3r the t abUlat ion of results inmatrix table,. For most classroom. purposes, the data in the matrixtable are converted into sociogram which is a graphic presentationof the underlying social structure of a ,group.....The -sociogram isuseful for identifying 't he''''Students who need .,,attention for 'theirbetter social ..'enioticinal .diriielOnment as also for impraiiing social-emotional climate of the classroom.
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ExiligkgION AND ,V40,411011

. ; .

247 AGARWAL L N, RASTOGI K G: Aspects of oral expression to
be tested through oral examination. Educational Forum 1970,
15(2), 9-23.

A scheme of evaluation of oral expression as worked out by the
Central Board of .Secondary Eduoat ion, Delhi, has: been given..
The,'aspects of oral expression to be tested are: 1) pronunciation,
2) grammatically correct language; 3) vocabulary and usage;
4) delivery; 5) thought content and its organization; 6) effect;
7) manners and gestures . Further specifications of these. aspects
and the criteria against which they are to.be assessed have been
described. .Thcr rating scalest;arui their definitions and
instructions to the examiners have, also been given. 1::

248
. ,, .. , -..:,.

BBATTACHARIcYA K' P: Comparative study of scoring errors in
'collating number ;of omissions and right answers and one and
61*i. sided 'answer- sheet : prints., ;PA33!ghological Studies 197.
151),. 23.7.,2 ref, ''-:... : T:

Five psychometric tests were administered to a sample of nearly
2000 candidateS to test 2 hypotheses: 1) whether scoring error
in counting the number of right answers and (missions increases
when the answer - sheets are printed on .both :the :sides of a. page and
2) whether scoring. error is greater in counting the number of
omissions (unanswered items) than in counting the number of

right answers, enumerated with the aid of a scoring key. Double-
sided answer - sheets were used for the first fourtests, :Making
a. a-coupling of tivotests, on a single sheet of paper, and one -
sided 'answer -sheet was tried, for the..fifth.test. The first

hyt6 thesis' was rejeCted on,Chi-square test (P>1.30):,!..while
fOr' the '06cond hypothesis iu,, wag found that scoring error ,

iii c011nt'in the number Of *Missions was significantly greater
(P<,bl) than thatof the "right ,answers Only in' one.case!.p
was-lead' than .05,. Some iinproyements are suggested for minimising

:': thee scoring eiror'When the answer-sheets are hand-scored.

249 Biziren. recommendations to rationalise ',.-"aecondarit ;exams L' News
25' June 1970, 1;15, Cols. 5-6. 900 words. '

:

The two-fold purpose of the 11 unanimous recommendations made by
the two-day conference of Chairmen and Secretaries of Boards of
Secondary Education in India has been: 1) to improve the standard
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of to introduce liberalizetien.tc help weak students

.so that wastage at the school leaving stage is reduced.. The

main recommendations are: 1) raising the minimum. pass: in a
Subject from the existing 33%tc,40% but. declaring a 'Student

passed/if he secures .4. least 40%.in all the subjects. except

one.and-an aggregate of 35%; 2) declaring those:who fail .in
one or two subjects without securing an aggregate of 35% as
compartmental; 3) enabling the desirous students to improve their
division by appearing in subsequent examinations; 4) placing
those securing a minimum of 60, 50, and 35% in the aggregate

in the first, second and third divisionsraspectively.and declaring
those obtaining 75% or more in any subjects as passed with
distinction in that subject; 5) permitting students to clear
the subjects in parts spread over two years at thehigh school,
higher secondary, intermediate, and pre-university/pre-degree
stage if it is of two .years duration.

250. 'OMAR S V, CHAUDHARI Mastery of fifth standard
pupils over 'the primary addition factsf an inve0tAgation. Progress

; of. Education 1970, 44(7), 252-5;.44(8), 297-300; 44(9),.331 -4.
6 ref,

Washburne's Primary-Addition-Facts Test was administered to 125
V standard students. The following tentative conclusions were
drawn: 1) hardly 2% of the pupils have achieved mastery over the
100 primary addition, facts; 2) nearly 34% of pupils can correctly
reproduce all the facts of addition, :if no time limit is given;
3) about. 3% of the pupils make automatic responses in respect
of all the facts while .the rest of them make some calculations
before arriving at their answers; 4) purposeful and sustained
practice will enable 95% of the pupils to attain the minimum
standard laid down by Washburne; 5) about 55% of errors are of
the three types, namely: 1) errors concerning zero fact;
2) errors in which the correct answer exceeds the 'Wile' answer
by 1 and 3) vice versa.

251 MAH1JANI G S: Examination reform. University News 1970,
8(5), 14-16.

The defecta.of the,egt4ernal examination system and the.system of
dnternal grading have,been.enumerated. It istadvocated-that a
OYst*,Should be.eOlved..which will combine _the merits of(both the
systems and;yet avoiditheir defects. The following suggestions
have been made:1),thesyllabuses should be carefully' prepared by
releventaoardsot itudieS;, the syllabuses .should be inter-
disciplinary in approach so as. to reflect unity of knowledge;
2) internal grading with periodical tests throughout the course
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should be followed at the end by a comprehensive external exami-
nation; 3) grades A, B, C,. etc Should be given instead of marks
to measure 'the' performandes; .4) there should be four examinations
final* pre-fina4 terminal, pre-terminal eqUally spaded in a
year with '50%,: 15%, 20% and 15% marks' respectively; 5) all
answerbooks the tests, except the final one,. should be
shown to the Students; 6) a statistical cell for 'examinations
should be set up in universities:

252 NAYAK K Ps .Internal-assessment. Journal of the College of
Eddcation ,Karnatak UniVersity 1970, 7(1), 10-14.

Pupils' progress in scholastic:and non-Scholastic areas are to
be assessed and since external assessment procedures are inadequate
for this, internal assessment which can cover all aspects, is
necessary. Scholastic areas such as abilities, skills and
interests in different disciplines, and non-scholastic .areas
such as leadership, resourcefulness', sociability, cooperativeness,
industry, perseverar4S,' etc. which .Can be assessed .1riternally
have been listed. The need to maintain cumulative records is
stressed.. It is pointed out that the following factors have
to be kept in view in evolving a valid scheme for internal
assessment: 1) the items to be considered for assessment in
each of the school disciplines and variOtis 'aspects of personality;
2) the number of assessment and their periodical distribution;
3y the proportionate weightage to each of these assessments;
4). tools needed for such assessment and question of designing
such eValuationtooli; 5) scoring procedures for such items
that are to be included; 8) determining the relative role of
internal and external tests in the total assessment programme.

25S RAY 'S Kt' RefdraPof the examination system. Swaraiya 1970,
14(45), 11-12.

110

The following suggestions have been offered for reform of the
examination system: a) teacher-given examinations, assignments,
'discussions, debates,-seminarsi- tutorials, should replace one
big external examination; b) students should be 'encouraged to make
independent Study and trained to take advantage of library,
laboratory and other facilities; c) change in the educational
system, the curriculum and the methods of teaching are required;
text books 'May be partially replaced by programmed .learning;

A) learning4,Y.4oing technique's should as far ,as possible be the
foundation' of' education -and-greater Stress should be laid On
practical training instead of eniphaSiting.examinatiOn4 e) students
should be helped. to-select thoge fieldS. of study *hiCh are. needed

.

by the economy of-the Country.
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GUIDANCE AND cOUNJBLLING
, .

254 BHATNAGAN A: Manpower and guidance. NIB Journal 1970,
4(5.33), 20.3.'

.:
. .

Wis'pointedoUtthat the.ignorance4xv.thepart of.indiyiduais
.aboutlheoccupational informational* thorough knowledge of
the-self is an imp9rtant.cause.contributing.towards the imbalance
ofmanpowersupply and demand.. Hence there is strong. need to
provide guidanowtoindividuals to enable themto make prudent
decisions. At the:elementaryatage, the pupils shOuid be provided
with the necessary-information. aboutthe world of work. At
the secondary stage which is crucial,. ,:the counsellor should
matck theAxwile!s,qual.Aties and characteristics
occupational requirementivso as, to provide proper educational

Land.vocationa1 guidance.. For this, it is necessary. that different
problems of manpower are siudied,in.ananalytical framework.
Every university should have an employment bureaux to provide
vocational guidance to graduates. Besides these, there should
be on-the-Job guidance in the form of vocational guidance or
motivational counselling .to ,enable proper; and optimum ,utilization
of the manpower. Ina democratic society guidance should -be
non-directive

255 BBATNAGAR U; Nirdelfankarya mew meta pita va janaadharan
ka yog (= Role of parents and.00mmon men in guidance work)
Hindij. Naya ShikshWk.(Teacher Today) 1970, 12(3), 29-42.

Withfregard to shortage, ofguidancepersonnel-it is suggested
that theto11,0wing measures can:be taken toJnvolve parents.
and others: n guidance work: a).they should be. made awake of the
importance and natureof.guidance.work,in schoolalb) the_
Importance ofguidance-should be .propagated through various
communication media; c) parent4eacher association:should be
established in schools and parents should be invited to learn
about guidance; the extent to which parents can guide their
children has been outlined; d) school authorities should respect
parents.and their suggestions and look to the.conveniences of the
parents,.: .
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258 BHATNAGAR U: Trends in career teaching. NIB Journal 1970,
4(5-6), 86-70.

The objective of the programme of _teaching of occupations at
the middle stage to enable children develop broad educational
and vocational plans; at the secondary stage, the children, should
be-provided the nedessaryinformation to, narrow down their
choices "The IolloWinnethOds and techniques used, for
teaching have beee'elabOrated: 1) talks'bY;eicperts:or career
Maiter;'2)aMailgroup conferences; 3) celebration of career
days; 4)-interview of i3ersons.belOnging.to different occupations;
0) follOvi-UP of:Tomer students ;. 6) survey cf advertisements
for jobs ; 7) visit to wwk spots; ay teaching through: curricula;
91 Using'audiovisual methods; 10) intensive'study' tboutspecific
vocations, 11) work experiencethrlUghactual,participation.
Under real life Situation. The points tobekept in view with
regard to the content, methods, personnel, material'ett.,::,while
introftcing Career teaching, have been given,

257 MAI 'KG: 'Guidance for reducing wastage in education.
N/R Journal 1970; 4(5-6), 63-5. 7 ref.

The, following suggestions. have been, given with regard to guidance
service at the different stages of education: 1) counselling
service for parents, health service,' educationalguidance for
s:ow learners and underachievers should be 'provide&at:the:
primer* itige;'2): guidance.to'chOose appropriate vocational_
and academic courses, to maintain healthy. social relations and
to develop personality, counselling to parents, pupil personal
service. to maintain.regular attendance, and a-'career :inforMation
centre, should:all. ne:available'at-the secOndarystage;-an
employment- service for' produringpart-time-jobs-for-the needy
should4lso-be,.provided;-3Ya career.guidance service, student
pergtonnel.serVice and empIoyment.service:should beAiiet.up in
all `colleges. . , . ..,;

258 ...DUTT"78:-Iluidande and vocatiorialimation'of educatiON, a plea
for a plan of action. NIB Journal 1970, 4(5-6), 71-9::-.'

The various aspects of an effective school guidance programme,
the necessary steps ,to be'taken to stimulate such a programme
and the phased manner in which such steps could be undertake:I
have been elaborated. A plan for vocational guidance in school
and the various agencies whose cooperation is required in this
respect havebeen described. Vocational guidance for employed
adolescentaand unemployed youths has also been suggested.' The
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other aspects discussed are: 1) the need for a phase- programme
of vocational guidance; 2) guidance budget,3).evalua::...on of
the guidance programme, etc. It is observed that for a successful
vocational education programme, the prerequisite is an effective
school guidance system which includes vocational guidance.

259 RASHURAM8INGH Mt Profile of polytechnic student. Technical
Teacher 1970, 4, 16-22.

The mainjindings of asurvey of the academic background, the
family and socio- economic background, the academic .learning
problems,.' the interests and activities in the co-curricular field
and the vocational aspirations of 100 students drawn rpm 15
polytechnic institutes in Mysore State, Andhra Pradesh and
Tamil Nadu are: 1) many students have a general education
background that is higher than the prescribed entry qualification;
2) there.is:a positive inter - correlation. etween their S.S.C.
scores and recent polytechnic scores; 3).most.of the students
belong to families of low income and:do.not get tutorial guidance
frcm their family members; 4) almost all of them propose to
seek jobs in 'public 'and private sectors. The following suggestions
have been offered: 1) improving the teacherpUpil,contacts and
providingmore individual guidance; 2) better utilization of
library material by the students; 3) revitalizing the co-curricular
programmes; 4) undertaking surveys, interviews and visits to
students' homes, by the teachers.

260 RAO N C 6: Adjustment problems of adolescence. NIE Journal
1970, 4(5-6), 14-19. 11 ref.

The survey of adolescents' problems conducted by the College of
Educational' Psychology and,Guidance, Jabalpur (1958), on 1551
adolescents studying in Clasaes IR to XI revealed that besides
Scholastic andeConanic.Problems the adolestents' needs-pre-
dominantly lie'in'the area:of healthy emotional'and social
relationships with adults and peer group;: :The study of-the

.

behaviOUrprobleMs of.adoleSeents, Conducted'hYlthe Government
College 'of EdUcation, BlIaSpur(1969), found that social 'deviancy
patiern:0f behaviour was Mostfrequent.' In Understanding and
evaluating 'symptcas of 'problem behaviour the following aspects are
important: 1) the problem behaviour arisee out of a multiplicity
of factors; 2) thera is need to study the individual case history;
3) the symptoms should be weighed and their proportion to the
assumed or known causes considered. .In interpreting problem
behaviour, an. understanding of motivational dynamics is also necessary.
The group guidance and the dissemination of occupational and
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educational information, important as they are, have to be.

supplemented,by organised individual Counselling and case work.
The counsellors should make use of both the directive and non-
directive. methods of counselling as the situation. demands.

MALTA CARE

261 SOKKIAH N J, KULANDAIVZI, : Study to establish height
and weight norms of high school boys in. Coimbatore District.

Journal of educational Research and 3xtension 1970, 6(4),

157-65.

.Theatudy has attempted to establish the height, weight and
chest measurement norms of high schoolboys in Coimbatore
District. A representative stratified sample of 1593 boys has
been studied to establish the norms for the agegroups 13 to 18.

It is found that there is no significant difference, between
the norms of vegetarian and non-vegetarian boys. Generally
there is a trend for the mean height, weight and chest measure-
ments to increase with increasing economic status..

HIGHR 3DUCATION

262 ACHARLD K S: Gandhian educational thinking, relevance to
university education. Quest in Education 1970, 7(2), 76-86.

It' is suggested that the university education should be oriented
to incorporate the following Pandl4an4deap:M. truth and non-
violenci; curriculum to be Intimately related to the social,
political and economic .life of the community; ) giving due
importance to the study of humanities;.4) work experience;
5) developing:colleges. as realfunctioning communities with
opportunities to students to participate; S) participating in
meaningful programmes of.community service; 7) imparting religious
educatiento,students; .8) creating an environment of freedom for the
teachers and the students.: .
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263. . AIRAN .J W: University, colleges, the State Government and

the UGC, a point of view. Quest in Aducation ,1970, 7(2), 87-90.

The need far a responsible relationship, between the State and

the .various agencies set up to fulfil the educational trAk,

has been stressed. The following observations have been made:

1) the State should be guided basically by the educational and

national objectives; 2) it is desirable that the State itself
does not conduct any.institution directly in implementing the

State policyyon education ; 3) the duty of the State would be to

make the necessary funds.avalleple for the development of
the educational apparatus and for the maintenance of standards;

4) the .university is the apparatus for the purpose; 5) the

concern of the university will b development of the mind of

man, it will also be concerned with technical and. technological
developments; 6) the colleges should be looked upon by the

university as, equal partners in fulfilling the national.tesk;
7) the colleges should be able to .get direct grants from the
Government.for their new worthwhile programmes; 8) the University
Grants Commission (UGC) should not function merely as an
administrative grants distributing body; it can be a highly

,academic body.

284 de SOUZA, R: And now, a radio university. economic and

Political. Weekly 1970, 5(21), 852.

The Education Minister's (V.K.R.V. Rao) proposal to set up a.
Radio UniVersity on the lines of Britain's Open University has
been criticised. The proposed Radio University is apparently
intended to ease the pressure of admissions, in .already. over-

Crowded colleges and to provide a minimal amount of higher
education to those who. do not get admission in.00lleges.
The utility of such.over-simplified versions of degrees has been
questioned. It is pointed out.that the promotion.and functioning.
of a Radio University require not only high calibre academicians
of whom there is a shortage but also educational technologists,
of whom there are none. It is. advocated that the energy and
limited resources should be concentrated on improving the existing
system.

265 SEINIVASA IY3h3AR K R: Two cheers for the Commonwealth, talks
on literature and education. Bombay, Asia Publishing,House,,1970,
ix, 315p.

The volume ta a selection' of talks and it includes the following
topics on'edueation: 1) postgraduate .centre; 3) our expanding
universities; 3) scientific-researCh and national development;
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4) student unrest and student 'participation; 5) integral education;
6) medical education, and research; '7) psychology and education;
8) language problem of India.

HISTORY

266 ARUNAZHALAM M: Education in ancient Tamilnad.
(Mayuram), GandhVidyalayam, 1969. 1080.

TiruChitr curb clam

Aliattempt ismadeto give'in.a short comPass-theenCient Tamil
people's concept of eduCation. ThiSAS based chiefly on .what
are known as the Classics'of the Sangham Age, consisting df the
Eight Anthologies and the Ten LongPbems. Later books are also
briefly referred to.

267 BHATNAGAR S K: History of the M.A.O. College, Aligarh.
Bombay, Asia Publishing House, 1969. XX, 373p.

The Muhaimnadan Anglo- Oriental College (0.A.0.. College) of Aligarh
was founded by Sir Syed Abmad Khan in 1875 after the.Model of
the .system followed 'in the English Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge.. The institution has become very much.apart of Muslim
activity in India during the last one century. The institution
was developed into Aligarh MusliM University in:1920. The
genesis of the institution,:the Adealsof the founder, the role
of its English Principals', the activities of the students and the
efforts.Of the trUsteee'to raise the academiC and moral stature
ofthe 'institution haVe been described in'detail.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL AND AIDS

, :

268 DENIAL 0 S: Science text books and programmed learning. Journal
of Education and Psychology 1970, 28(1), 65-9. 12 ref.

. .

Inapite'of the'factthat many changes in methodology, mode and
medium of teaching have been brought about, the overall pattern
and texture of text books continues to be the -same, Discussing the
many limita0ions t;! existing textbooks, it is.felt that the
effectiVesieSS'Of text books could be enhanced by incorporating
vrogrammectjearriing PrinciPles ia'the preparation of text .books.
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Certain suggestions in this regard have been given.. Most of the
science text books contain. experiments which the students are
expected to perform. 'BUt making"aVallable experimental kits
to individual students is not feasible. Bence, the teacher
Should show the experiment and students should record their
abeeTVations. FOr this, it is'neCeebary to modify the text

"slid make 0.cipspr to observation note book cum text book,
Here. again' observation should be confirued or corrected
by the eight responses provided in the text book itself at
appropriate places..

269 HIDEMATH N 11: Textbook production at the State level.
Nig Journal 1970, 4(4), 21-4. 4 ref.

. .

ThOugh nationalization of textbooks has eliminated.Severai
malpraCticee and lowered the' price of textbooks, they are
poOrlY.edited,'illuetrated and printed and` are neither tested
in the Classroom situations nor revised froth:time to time..
The following remedial measures may be followed: 1) developing
objective criteria for evaluating textbooks in various subject
areas; 2) finalising the syllabi at the all4ndia level "to
fabilitate the adoption by all States of thetextbooki produced
by NCSRTf.3). entrusting the work of Printing; diStribUtion and
sale to autonomous organizations on the condition that they
should finance the cost of the academic part; 4) enlarging the
functions of the State textboOk-preductiOn unit

270 KALBAG V S: Science teaching aids for the seventies.
Instruments India 1970, 5(2), 14-15, 18,' 21.

,
.

. .

Seience:teaChing aids Tequireciby schools have been discussed
Underthree broad leadin4s .a.):Science apparatus for the pupils,
b) dethonstration apparatus" and specimens, C).aUdio-visual
devices. -The-folic:41:6g Suggeitibus hUve-been made: 1) providing
the pupils' and teeehere not with the "complete apparatus.but only
with the 'tools, and components not available in the
school envirore.so that they make themselves most of the apparatus
they need; 2) ,construction or collection of demonstration apparatus
and specimens.by the pupils or teachers with the cooperation of
local. industries, quarries etc. and using new methods of small-
scale preparation" and Microprojection; 3) giving. priority to
make the simpler audio-visual devices like blackboards, flannel
boards, wall charts, 8 mm films etc. more widely available instead
of importing sophisticated devices. The self-reliance implied
in the above suggestions could be achieved by the All-India
Instrument Manufacturers' and Dealers' Association.
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271 NIGAM 'EK: Plea for'improving textbooks in economics,

Educational Forum 1970, 15(2), 34-6. 9 ref.

ThaimPortance_of well7vrittap. textbooks is. stressed especially
because the teachers and students are unlikely to go beyond
what, are.given_in them., The drawbacka.ofthe,exiSting schOol
textbooks. of economics haVe been_pointed.out. ThefoliOving
suggestions are given: 1) while treating any topic,: historical
background should be reduced to the minimum and more stress
should be on modern developments; 2).in regard twthe progmess
of Five Year Plans, besides giving the Government version, views
of eminent authors should also find place to present a balanced
view; 3) the works and ideas of. eminent, Indians_ should also
be cited in textbooks; 4) citations should be given from journals
in order to encourage students to refer to journals; 5) the
textbooks should cater to the special needs of both 'below
average': ancygifted.' students; 6) at the end of each chapter,
Suggestions and assignments should be given to .enable students
to undertake cocurricular activities.

272 TARA ALI BAIG: Educational television - possibilities in
India..:_Siatesman 2p June 1970, p.6, Cols.. 4.4.1400 words.

The need for developiweducational television in India has been
pointed out. It is urged that the general public should insist
on T V development. An international consortium might be the
solution to help establish T V in India on the scale needed.
A special'think group'. comprising enlightened humanists,
advanced educationists,,technclogistsi' and representatives
of industry and agriculture as well as family planning should
tackle the problem of T V development. Primary schools should
be made community centres .for T V. Short courses in monitor
system for teachers and.training for students:AnTV-maintenance
and repair: should be arranged. During: the day T:y should be an
educational tool forthe,prerschool group learning letters: and
numbers AA well as for the older students., andin,the evening
both entertainment and informative programmes should be presented.
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LANMAGE PROBLEM

273 BANEEJEE T: Problem.of'medium of instruction in Bengal - a
historical survey (1835.1966). Quarterly Review of historical
Studies 1968-69, 8(2), 91=.8. 28 ref.

.A historical survey.of adoption of medium of instruction in
schools and c011egesin Bengal since 1835 has been presented.

274 . Boss P K, MUKBEEJEE S P: Language for science and
technology education - an opinion survey. Scierice'and Culture
1970, 36(2), 76-81.

The opinion survey conducted by the Indian Science Association
among its 1176 members to elicit their opinions on the issue of
the language(s) to be used for the pursuit of science and
technology at different levels, has resulted in the following
conclusions: 1) instructions on science and technology should
be arranged in regional languages in high'schools and in
English in colleges and universities; 2) English should continue
to remain the link language among the different linguistic
groups and its study should begin in the age -group 10-14;
3) an adequate knoWledge of English (as also in Hindi according
to some respondents) should be a pre-requisite for admission
to undergraduate courses. in science and technology and arrange-
ments for instructions in English should be made in such
courses; 40 International terminology should be borrowed by
all Indian languages; 5) Research papers, theses etc. should
be published in English as also in the mother-iOngne; 6) Roman
Script may be adopted as a common script for science and techno-
logy, irrespective of the language used.

275 EAJAGOPALACHAEI C: Medium of instruction. Swarajya 1970, .

14(49), 1-2.

It has been proposed that two languages:A.) English, the language
of the text books and Of all colleges' in India and 2) loosl Indian
'language i.e. the mother tongue must both be' utilized for teaching
in colleges. This,dual language medium shall be helpful for both
objectives, for full and precise communication of knowladge as
well as equipping 'the student.with the necessary instrument for
all IndielkiVement either for studies or for'emPlOYment.
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LITERACY

276 CHAITERJEE R G: Motivating factors affecting literacy campaigns.
Journal, of Adult Education 1970, 31(8), 13-14.

The following methods have been suggested to motivate rural
illiterates in literacy campaigns: 1) introduction of incentives,
both financial and otherwise; 2) including in the literacy programme
certain elements of attraction to rural people; 3) making periodic
arrangements for entertainment. All these motivating factors
should be selected on the basis of tho social, economic and
cultural pattern of the area. Suitable teaching method may be
selected after assessing different mothlds with the help of
control groups. > The students maybe classified into three
groups on the basis of age a) upto 15 years of age, b) those
between 16-30, c) those between 31-50.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION

277 GANGAPPA M A: Vitalising physical education in schools.
Haryana Journal of Education 1970, 3(2), 9-15.

The fellowingsuggestions have been made lor vitalising physical
education in schools;, 1)_careful.select:'-en of the physical edu-
cation .activities keeping in view the ay, sex, interest and
capacity, and physical and psychological growth of the students;
2) providing each school with adequate playgreunds, trained
teachers and equipment; 3) eliciting active cooperation of every
teacher in vitalising "'pical activities;4)_Orienting every
teacher trainee in thefundamentale ,of PhyaiCal eduCation;
5) conducting a thorough medical and physical examination of
the pupils with the necessary follaW7up Programme; 6) Creating.
interest and motivation in physical activities by arranging
meetings and seminars, filmshows, inter-school tournaments etc.

POLICY AND PLANNING

278 rigriTum OF APPLIED MAKOWER =SEARCH, EMployment
outlook lor.engineers 1969-79, Delhi, the Institute, 1969.V, 64p.

An attempt is _made to assess ,,the demand forandsuip'ply ofengineers.
It beginewith'an analysis* the current situa,tictn.aAd proeqeds to
measure-the extent Of current unemplOyment among engineers. The
impact of recession as well as of the actual growth of engineering
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,manpower supply up to. the end.of-1968 isstudied.with reference
to the 'potential fOr employment of engineers.. A- review of the
development of facilitiesfor.engineering education during the
three pilanTeriods and thaconseqUen increase in the stock of
engineers in thecoUntry is made,. ...Assuming no change. in the
existing -training facilities and making. due allOwance for attria::-

tiOn: the supply of engineers during the Fourth and Fifth Five
Year 11an periods 10 projected. The choice of a suitable
'methodology for projection of the demand for, engineers 'is discussed
keeping in view, interaliethe availability and usability of
data, the trends of economic growth and other related aspects..
After .choosing a methodology_which is based upon a linear
relationship between engineering employment and national income,

'an attempt is made to estimate the demand for engineers during
the next decade, morespeCigicaliy for 1973 and 1978. The results
are presented and a compar-ison'ismade.of:the demand, for, engineers
with thefutuke supply. In the end, the tentative estimates of
demand and supply together are given by specialities..

279 MATHUR H M: Need for a comprehensive educational plan.
Vojana 1970, 14(10), 9-10.

T' concept of educational planning must: 1) embrace all levels
of education, facilitating proper articulation; 2) be integrated
with the country's economic and social development, taking into
Consideration the regional differences; 3) be concerned with
both quantitative and qualitative .aspects; Ofunction as an
uninterrupted long-term activity. In the planning process, the
following steps are needed; 1) establishment of a planning
unit with competent staff; 2) survey of existing educational
situation and its future requirements; conducting studies of
manpower requirements; 8), drawingUp priorities; 4) Trdmoting
institutional planningand other activities to awaken plan
consciogsness; 5) undertaking periodic evaluation., The plan
has to be judicious and realistic with regard to the financial
implications. Proper training and orientation of the implementing
staff is very inportant.'

280 PANDA 3: Centre - State relations in education, a case for
redefinition. Naya Shikshak.(Teacher Today) 1970, 12(3), 20-6.

Though education is a State subject the 'centralised planning -
the evolution of a national policy' and the central grants for
education are the two aspects through which the'GovernmentOf India
is playing a dominant role sinceindependence. Snell' a:central

doininance has,its own advantages'and disadvantages which have
been discussed. 'The following suggestions havebeen given:
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1) the Central. efforts should cover all aspects of education and
aim at major advances and long term benefits; 2) the States should
be encouraged to undertake surveys,.assess.their needs and
prepare and implement development plans within the broad national
guidelines;.3) the University Grants Commission, National Council
of Educational Research and. Training, and the Central Advisory
Board. of)Wucation should h4-.e State units to advise and
coordinate the.activitieS of the State.and Central Governments;
4) educational planning should start at institutional level
and proceed upwards to.theDistrict, State and national levels
and the conflicts between the views of the.Centre and States
should be amicably settled.

281 RAJASTHAN SEMINAR 3N EDUC,2IONAL PLANNING. AND ADMINISTRATION, JAI-
PUR, FEBRUARY 25 - MARCH 1,.1970. Main conclusions and
recommendations. Naya Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1970, 12(3),
107-12.

The seminar was organized by the Rajapthan_State Government in
collaboration with the Asian Institute of Educational Planning
and Administration. The following topics. were discussed:
1) Rajasthan State Fourth Five Year Plan of Education; 2) pattern
and problems of educational administration; 3) District educational
plan and institutional planning; 4) qualitative improvement
of. education not involving much of a financial outlay; 5) community
participation and school improvement programme. The main
conclusions and recommendations of the seminar on each topic
have been given.

282 SARAF 3 N: Research in educational planning, an inter-
disciplinary approach. (In Educational research, an interdisciplinary
approach, report of a seminar.' Delhi,. Central Institute of
Education,. 1969. /3-92).

Educational planning must find its meaningful setting in the total
social, political, economic and cultural matrix of a country. The
plan can be formulated either at the top level of the national
Government or they can grow up from the grass roots and be aggregated
into a grand design.. In either case it would-be necessary to work

,-out the relationships.of one level of education.with'another both
in terms of the economic and social goals of the plan, as well as
in terms of appropriate allocations of financial, and manpower
resources.:.Thus, there AS need lor research in educational planning.
There is need for the study of,problems both at the national level
and at the States and districts,level. Most projects:inthe field
of educational. planning call upon the skills not only of educators
but also of social scientists,:economists, adMinistrators, manage-
ment experts, public finance experts etc.. The:impprtant problems
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that need study with an inter-disciplinary approach can be
grAsped under the following 4 heads:1) economics and financing
of education; 2) educational planning models; 3) implementation
and Administration of education programmes; 4) educational
practices. ; .

283 itumAP: DeterMined bid to solve problem of educrted
unemployment. ?gene 1969, 13(25),14:

Greater outturn from universities and expansion of educational
facilities has been held as one of the main causes of unemployment
..emeng the educated. Following sugcestions are giv-m for tackling
theioroblem: a) controlling increase in population; b) restricting

..university aducion to 'brilliant Students and diverting .others
to other branChes of technical training; c) accelerating economic
growth;d).undertaking proper manpower .planning and reorientation
proTrammes; e) 'creating congenial atmosphere for self employment; f)
exploring thopOssibility of sending engineers and.medcal graduates
to friendly countries'for employment; g) educated people accepting
lower salaries.

PRIMARY .MU:MTIJN

284 PriSary education I: autoriokji economic. Times 8 Inlay 1970,
p.5, Cole. 1-2. 800 words.

The twin Problemsof primary education and adult literacy have
-received a belated attention of the Central fdvisory. Board of
aducrtionICAB2).. The earlier plaas-for enforcing compulsory
education having failed, the CAB& has appointed a committee

-to suggest wayeand'Maans to achieve the target.by.1985. Some
of the Obvious impediments in the-way are the size of the
nepUlatieh and the country, rural characterof..the population,
varying conditions, multiplicityoUlanguagesi-innatexesistance
to girls' education, and lack of finance Money should be drawn
from a number of authorities including the general community and
orzanized voluntary effort should also be brought forth. Immediate
Attention should be ffiventioAht.problems like enrolment of tribal..,!
and .000r children, and girls and .retention. of..theenrolled children
for the full course.
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arICIAL MUCATION.

285 /JUN J W, at. Nature of leadershfp, a practical. approach.
Sombay, Lalvani rUblishing House, 196.. xxii, 186p.

'There is a grawing:realizatian that a scientifically planned
development of an econamyreserilres trained leadership. The
need therefore arises fOT training a select VOILIO to assume
leadershi-7 responsibilities at different levels in various
The book analyses the need for leaders and examines in detail
the training for leadership programme, The *.methods whereby
Adequate leadership talent can !:-'7,.mobilised have been elucidated.
"Stress is laid on the fact that the young people are the'future.
leaders, end that their training for the. role should .form a boric
part of the oollege: curriculum. The author organised a series
of conferences, discussions., and one major workshop to discuss
all the major factors. related to the problem.. The bdok incorporates
the results of these studies As well as the.opinions:Of the
persons responsible for conducting them. -,.

286 JOSHI A C: Education of the gifted. Haryana Journal of
Educ:stion 1970, 3(2), 1-5.

The special characteristics of gifted children have been discussed..
Stressing that special attention should be given to the education
of the gifted, the following programmes have been sugieetedI
1) accelerated promotion; 2) enrichment of curriculum or special
classes,:or a combination of these. -Opportunities for self-
expression, investigation, critical :thinking and satisfactory
social ral:tionships could be afforded through project assign-
mente or work with a guiding teacher. Physical development and
social and moral education for the gifted have also been stressed.
There is need for better teachers to manage the gifted. The
various problems connected:sdth the identification and fostering
of the 'gifted have been:discussed.,'

:;

. -

287 raptrA. H: 'Educatian of tribal women and girls.. &location
luarterly 1969, 21(1), 44-6:

The problems of tribal education are closely connected with the
geography, climate and economy of the r eon, the social structure
and cultura. Some private agencies have devoted themselves to the
promotion of education of tribal girls. However, the voluntary
efforts have not led to large-scale Favernment programmes in this
regard. There is poor response because education does not produce
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o e.

opportunities. for mrult.and pm:11331nm*.. Educational policy
and pattern should be specially designed to suit the
peculiar needs of the tribal girls. There is also need to pay
attention to the 'education of adult tribal women.

288; MOW= D P, SAW A D: Concept of tribal education in
Vest Bengal. Vanyajati 1970, 18(1), 31-4. 5 ref.

The socio-ecenomid situation of the scheduled tribes of 'lest
Bengal vis-a -vis the problems of tribal eduction have bean
discussed. The following augaestiens.have'been given: 1) education
should be restructured to suit the local conditions and heritage;
youth dormitory would be suitable in those areas; 2) teacher
education should be suitably oriented to produce the right type
of teachers needed to man tha.tribal schools0)-a taste has to
be developed in the tribal children fortheir ?.V4Varte.and
crafts. An appropriate curriculum has been suggested. That
the new gemaration of educ'ted tribals may lose faith in their
traditional culture, values and ways of,life has been the chief
educational problem which,.it is suggested,: could be averted by
inculcating a feeling that their education stems cenaiderably
from the indigenoUs culture and is developed, in the national
sphere.

289 SaIV,,STAVA S V: aa teaching trades to them. Social : welfare

1970, 17(2), 6-7.

Economic redemption of the mentally retarded children can be
facilitated by training them in varion trades and occupations
right from the commencement of their studies and each school
should have a sheltered workshop or occupational training
centre of its Own tor this purpose. This would require huge
sums of money, specially, trained staff, working material and
a great deal of concerted and coordinated action on the part
of the school management, local welfare organizations, civic

.organizationSe.district and State administration;. employment
r;-.agenciests7philanthrepdsts, the. parente:and.the,publIc, The

workshops should also undertake the following services: a) screening
and evaluation of trainees, b) developing work habits and attitudes,
c) job try -outs and job training, d) job placement.

"1:-..jr :!/-:

7
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290 TAZRANI L 3: Eseudo-mental retardation. Indian Journal
of rental Retardation am), 2(3), 87-97. 10 ref.

An attempt .has been made to discuss the,etiologica1 factors of
pseudo-mantal retardation. The following factors have been
discussed with relevant case reports which showed apparent mental
deficiency: 1) sensory deprivation - auditory or visual defect;

.'2) motor deficiency.like.catebral palsy; 3) nutritional deficiency;
4) language difficUlties;:5) cultural deprivation; 6). severe
emotional and behaviour distur"oance

such as childhood schizophrenia. The
'problem of'peaudoi.mental retardation can be solved if the emphasis
is-laid on recognising the underlying cause and planning. the

.'treatment 'accordingly. .

:

291 VMMA 8 K: Special education for the: handicapped. Social
Welfare 1970, 27(3), 13-14.

292

history of special education for the handicapped has been
reviewed. The important current, trends ara-.- a).integration
of the -handicapped' children with others both at their homes and
in the schbols,. b) 'teem approach-in'meeting the of, the
handicapped, 0 application of research findings in /ields.like
medicine, psycholx3r, sociology and general education to special
education. The main problems confronting special education
to-day are: 1) inadequacy of the pr-.gramme both in terms of
'quantity and quality; 2).imbalances and discrepancies in the
provision of educional facilities for different ,groupsof
handicapped; 3) paucity of trained personnel to manage these
programmes; 4) persistence of negative attitudes towards the

'-'handicappedv. , ,

LITUD3NT .nitnacir-Lam . aranas

; t. . :

**ANDRaSSS- 14 PANT: A: Student polliCa at Aliahabad University.
abonmsid ems Political Weekly' 1970,.1(23), 9i0-14; 5(24), 941-8.

vet:. '-..

The social composition of Allahabad University and the effect of
sociological factors on student palitieshave been studied in detail.
Tha reasons for student alienation. are seen to emanate not only from
within the university but also free the general social and economic
deprivation prevalent in Allahabad and the rural areas of eastern
Uttar Iradesh. Student politics in the university is regarded as
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the 'intervening variable' between vilence and alienation.
The psychological need for such violence becomes .apparent within
t he ,context of student frustrations. The various pol itc al
groups, their connections and their leadership are analysed.
The student union's working from 1947 to 1968 is exaMined. and
a full account of the union elections in 1969, is given.

293 CliaDH4- P: Union yolitickings. Mainstream 1970, 8(32), 31-2.

A study of the student agitations and student leaders in the
Delhi University has led to the conclusion that most of the
trouble in the university sprang from student faction-fighting and
the union politics. The necessity to strictly supervise the
running of the students union and to see that this democratic
institution is not exploited by undesirable elements has been
stressed,

87UD3NT 3:3D.MI11

,

294 .9)01.1. D M: Are aric marks criteria for admission to
1,science cmrses? education and :iisychology Review 1970, 10(2),
107r9..

h study was :undertaken in the University'Of 3aroda to determi
the relationship that existed between' the students' achievement
in the Secmd..ary School Certificate (SSC) examination and in
the preparatory science examination of colleges and university
departments, in terms of marks obtained by the same students
at these examinations. The following are the main implications
of the study: 1) to avoid high rate of failure and wastage at
the preparatory science classes, only students rho l'ave offered
124her..iitatiiimatics at the 35C examination should be admitted;
2) the t2tal only of marks in anglish, Gujare.ti, Hindi and
higher mathematics at the 3C examination should be used as a
criterion.for admission.to the college preparatory science courses;
3) a schOlostiC. aptitude test should alas; be used as''an'"additional
cr it am !Or admission, The Faculty of Sdncat ion .\iind 'Psychology
of the .3ar.oda University 'has developed siush a teat.
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295 TA1RUTINANA3AgBANDAN. U A,.SeUNDA3ARAJA.RAO T.Rt donetruction
of a.auitable entrance teat for pup; is who wish to' choose algebra

.and geometry as one of the electives in tenth standard. Journal
of Sducatienal Research and rectensin 1970, 6(4), 148 -56.

The mathematics syllabus of classes VII to IX under the revised
pathrn of secondary education of the Government If MadraS was
studied and a test consisting of 145 items wags censtructed. the

test was tried on 135 pupils who have completed standard IX. Qa

the basis of the scores items with difficulty level ranging from
30% to 70% and discriminating. index above 20 were chosen for the
final test. The final test. included a questionnaire to collect
persmal data about the student. The final test was administered
in the. beginning of the academic ar to 300 Xth class students
(belonging to 8 rural and urban schools) who have chosehalgebra
and geometry as the elective subject. On the basis of the
results the following ebservatiens are made: 1) the test was
found to be reliable with a coefficient of internal consistency
of 0:84; 2) there was no significant difference between the
attainments of lows and girls; 3) there was significant difference
between rural and urban students;

4) there was
significant correlation between the pupils' interest for the
subject and their scores; 5) there. was woeful lack of basic
knowledge,of the subject among all the students who have chosen
this as their elective subjeet0) the teacher has an important
rola in guiding students in their choice of electives: This
test is recommended for streaming of pupils to elective mathe-
matics. i7ertain suggestions, approeriate to the observations,
have else been made.

TeAOHeR RDUCATIDN

296 SOURAI .H H Search for relationship between theory and
practice teaching. Technical Teacher 1970, 4, 61-6. 10 ref.

It was hypothesised that insignificant differences exist in the
achievement of,B.Rd students in 1) principles and methods of
teaching of two school subjects; 2) theory of education and
3) pradtice-teachireg,-and that there is low relationehip between
practice teaching and theory of education. A study conducted
among 415 13.13d students of a comprehensive teachers' college of
Rajasthan, taking their marks in the university examination,
confirmed the hypothesis. The following suggestions have been
made: 1) the courses on methods of teaching should take into
censederatien actual classroem situations; 2) the size of the
methods class should be small in order to successfully integrate
theory and practice; 3) attention must be focussed on problems
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of teaching and learning situations '.n. classrooms; 4) in training,
equal time should be devoted to Eheory' ' and" practice; it
may even involve recasting of courses; 5) student teachers should
be -given full freedom in_practice lessons,, to. experiment with

:what they, learnt .in. theory classes; the supervisors also 'should
*ovarhaul their techniques in practice teaching classos.

. .

297 DPN3R3. a $:, Educational. extension as I visualise it. Naya
Ehlkshak.(Teacher Today) 1910, 12(3), 14-19.

_ .

Extension in education is defined as the spread of education to
th-needy and educational.eXtension as the processof making
the serving teachers.aware of the new knowledge, new skills and
new attitudes that:have come about since the time the teachers
_had their prp-aervice training. The.philosophy ef educational
extension has been geared up to the prindiples of 'motivation
and the practices of group dynamics. It has recently confined
itself to the programme of in-service education. The professional
growth of the teacher community at all. levels can never become
-possible unless the .teachers. accept the responsibility on their
own,for.which.self-education,ietheanswer.' The extension
centres, it is maintained, shoUld b.'7,(1 transitional strategy.

290 GOVINWIRAJAN T V: Leadership styles and educational
technology. Technical Teacher 1970, 4, 53-60.

. _ -
Itis.pointed out that in the conventional. system of 44upatins
hardly g%of,vtatthe.teacherteacheg is retained.. by. atudan*s.
This is due to the absence of the dynamic climate in the-claserama.
'Modern methods of education, -viz., programmed learning, iudio
visual. education etc., create the dynamic situation between
the teacher and the taught. For this it is.necessary that the
teacher possesses the desirable aemocratic leadership quality.
Teacher training, it is'stressed, should undertake the promotion
of such leadership quality in teaChers: A formula developed by
the authorto.ieasure the desirable style, has been described. It
is pointed out that the formula could be applied to small task-
oriented groups to find out the desirable types of leadership
among participants,
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299 GUPTA S K: Qn teaching philosophy of education. NIS
404rnal 1970, 4(4), 10.-13.

,
The need. for teaching.philbeophy of education in teacher
training programmes his 'been highlighted citing the arguments
put' forth by A.' SMith,-fracoia, Arnaud,Paid etc. The following
suggestions have ban made for its teaching: 1) introducing
the ltves of thinkers and the educational reformers to create
an emotional appeal; 2) enabling the trainees to enter through
easy paths into different and complex philosophical world of
ideologies, giving appropriate similies and analogies to make
the difficult the=ories understandable; 3) teaching values with
an Indian orien%atien and the educational experiments carried
by the Indian educators like Swami Rhraddhanand, Tagore,

.

Mahatma Gandhi and Shri Aurobindo,foraing the central themes
while developing educational thoughts; 4) introducing the
.philosophical terminology to bring precision in the trainees
thinking; hoWever; this has to be done fighting a real edu-
cational challenge.

300 =Ka S 3: Iafluence of teacher training on trainees'
attitudes. Indian 3duCatiorial Review 1970,.5(1), 106-13.
9 ref.*

The study was undertaken to determine the influence of teacher
training upon the attitudes .of undergraduate students, towards
children. The'Minnesota Teacher Attitude Jnventory was
administered to 160 teacher trainees at the beginning and gtt
the and of a teacher training orogramme (for elementary s-11col
teachers), and the pre -test and post-test eccreaparz.,.

i.-...Nineteen.trainees who showed the greatest chan44 in scores were
interviewed, and a change in the. direction of more.lieral
attitude towards children at the end of the teacher training
programme was noticed.

301 .KAPUR. J N: Goals for pre-service training of hathematFes
teachers. Naya Shikshak..(Teacher Today) 1970, 12(3), 59-63.

The following goals have hem listed: 1) making teachers. feel
enthusiastic abeut learning mathematics; 2) enabling them to
communicate creativity; 3) developing a capacity to solve non-
routine problems; 4) creating a capacity of mathematizing given
simple situations, of idealizing the given situations and of
separating the essential features from the non-essentials;
5) enabling to explicate intuitively perceived mathematical
situations; 6) developing in them a feeling for the dynamic growth
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of mathematics. 7) develoning a capacity tO.retognize'eXplicitly
abstraotiOlez% generalizationsdepth, logic, elegance and pre-
biSioni6) providing them icapScityfor'local and global
mxiomatization'and know.edge of signifiCant applications of mathe-
matics in various fields. The following courses have been
advocated for pro-service training of school teachers: 1) problem
solving; 2) foundations and nature of mathematics; 3) applications
of.mathematiMs; 4) history of Mathematics; 5) Programmedlearning

' and cOMputer 'programming. The teacher educ Itorn for the training
course must be creative mathevaticians of extensive and intensive

302 LIMN- J I): Secondary achOol teacher educ.ation in transition.
Bombay,. Asia Pubr.shing tibuses..1970. vii, 123p.-"

Since'IndependanCe theve has been a steady trend towards a pattern
Of.training mard.suited to the

for
socio-economic and: political

context: The motive forces for and the'extent of the transition
has been studied,' The adoption of the 3ritiah educational
tradition in: 30Mb4 has been examined and the new trends in the
field of sacondSry teacher training in India (With particular
reference to change in secondary' trainin colleges affiliated
to Bombay University from 1953 to 1964) have been analysed.
The final chapter sums up the orogress of the evolution of an
Indian system of secondary teacher training. The factual data
collected have been sumaris in thirteen tables. The-appendixes
include syllabuses, curriculums, racommendedtextbookspspecimen
examination questions etc.

303 puRoHn J V: Study of factors affecting the achievement of
8. ld, student teachers at the final examination. Maya Shikshak
(Teacher Today) 1970, 12(3),31-8.

The analysis of performance of 113 B.Tid. students in their final
examination had led to the following conclutions: 1) the tainees
having 5-8 years of previous .teaching experience seem tO'porform
.better than -those haVing more or'1ess preVicus teaching experience;
2) *raineesliaving 3oStgraduate.degrees perform bitter; only third-
cIase 4eiree holders 'seek admission to training c'urseo; 3) the
perforManee of primary teacher-trained candidates is poorf 4) bigger
the family responsibility, the lower is the performance of the
trainees; 5) the performance of the age group 25 - 29 years is the
highest in the whole batch; 6) the women trainees perform better than
men trainees. The fallowing reclmmendations have been mode: 1) post-
graduateS and second class degree holders shoUld be admitted to the
training course; 2) male and female candidates should bo in equal
proportion; 3) the candidates of the age group of 25-29 years should
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be given preference overpothers;.4)there should be a separate .

-SAC. (primary) course lor primarzteacher-traihedteachers and
there should be.avenues.of promotion withintheimarV.stage
for those who complete P.Ed. (primary) course.

. .

304 'RAINA 11Ns Comparative study of the achievement of science
and arts student teachers,. Psychological Studies 1970, 15(1),
344...8 ref.

A comparison of achievement of 116 science student teachers
(male 105 + female. 11) and 146 arts student teachers (male 115 +
female 31) admitted tothe Summer School !- Cum -.Correspondence
Course for Bari. inthe Regional, College of Education, Ajmer
in.1967.and 1968 was made with respect to education papers.
The age of the students, varied from below PO to above 50 and the
:experience. varied from below 5 years to above .10 years. The

I...'Oonmonassumption that the students with specialisation in,science
subjects.are poorer in achievement on'essay.type composition
ass compared to students with SpecieAiSation.in;arts.Subjecti
was nOtproved, The data. presented also indicated that:thetwo
grou0s-are, by and large, homogeneous, judged: from the point
of view of spread. of scores,

305 MINA T N: Teaching, the teachers. Hindustan Times 27 June
1970.p.7, Col.3. 1700 words.

The pres!.;nt low standard of teacher education. has been attributed
to the following factors: .i) poor academic background of
,student - teachers ea well as, teacher educators, outmoded.
teaching methods, iii) poor content of philosophy of education,
iv) lack of universal agreement among the psychologiste,on
important concepts and theories, v) practice .of making extra-
polation from animal experimentation to human behaviour, vi) lack

'of knowledge about instruction and teaching processes,
vii) denial of :freedom for student-teachers in,practice.teaching,
viii) poor quality of .research publications,,lx) short duration
of the teacher education programme. Extending; the teacher edu-
cation programer- to .four years,.:and,entrusting, the responsibility
of uplifting the teacher education colleges to National Council of
Educational. research and Training have been suggested.
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306 .VAIDYA N: Building quality into our teacher training pro-
gramme. Technical Teacher 1970, 4, 8-11. 7 ref.

Development of a'practical inventory of professional experiences
as a guide' to the student teachers has been recommended. The
fourstepe that help upgrade teacher training in India are:
1) stating in detail the specific aims and objectives in terms
Of pupil behaviour against the backdrop of the general aims and
objectives: of teaching any subject; 2) developing imaginative
types` of plan formats which reflect varied methods of
teaChing currently available; 3) analysing and highlighting the
different patterns of teacher behaviour;.4) developing.a list
of teaching competencies to be developed among teachers. The
three practical methods to imprbve the quality of teacher
education in India are: 1) microteaching where the real classroom
situations are reduced to a minimum at the same time enhancing
the level of feed back; 2) teaching problems laboratory which
familiarizes students with abstract educational concepts by
creating life-like situations; 3) interaction analysis whiCh is
a system for describing and analysing teacher-pupil verbal
interaction.

TEACHING METHODS

307 AHLUWALIA S P: Regional geography in schools - some
considerations. HIE Journal 1970, 4(4), 14-16.

The importance of geography in the secondary school curriculum
as a means of.promoting international understanding and welfare
has been pointed out. The modern concept of regional geography
has been, considered as the most useful method of teaching
geography. With regard to definition of region,Herbertsone
theory of natural regions is the most authentic and authoritative
in recent times. Regional geography based on major natural
regions aims at enabling the pupils, to cover the world through
regional syntheses in simple terms, comprising the bare facts
of relief'and climate as a background to a survey of human economics.
'The teaching of geography on regional basis not only reveals the
regional. circumstances but also points out the external relations
of the regions under study. A model experiment along statistical
lined 'conducted' by Anthony D'Souza showed that the value of
teaching by:the'regional method far outweighs that of the des-
criptivetethod.'
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308 CHAITANYAz Language learning and audiovisual techniques.
Naya Shikshak (Teacher Today) 1970, 12(3), 77-81. lairef.

The place of audio-visual technique. in language teaching
has been diScussed and it is concluded that itwauld be wrong
to assume that using a.visual element will act as an.effective
agent in lessening interference from the mother-tongue. It

only focusses attention, stimulates and adds interest, provides
a means of revision and aids recall and can provide semantic
elements. The meaning acquisition problem is not solved. It

is maintained that all the techniques used in the classroom and
laboratory rest an a rather patchy theory developed in the
West. The methods, it is pointed out should be reoriented to
be consistent with the needs.

309 DBSAI D B; Developing a strategy for programmed. learning
in India. Journal::of Education and Psychology 1970, 28(1),

.

The four dimensions, i.e. training, research,.teaching
communication, have been stressed in order to build up a strategy
to.introduce programmed learning as an innovative idea in
Indian education. Themajor possibilities of failure and
action plans to achieve success in this regard, have been
presented in a diagram. For any institution, taking up pro -
grammed, learning, the following five. stages of a strategy have
been indicated; 1)convcious realization :and will to improve;
2) adopting an idea; 3) developing an innovation practice;
4) steps towards change; 5) institutionalization and
diffusion.

.

310 JANGIFtA N K; Adoption of classroom interaction analysis as
a technique for vitalising teaching, same considerations.
Quest in Education 1970, 7(2), 60-9. 18 red.!.

There is urgent need to apply classroom interaction_ analysis to
the improvement of teaching. The following issues that will have
to be considered in preparing. effective programmes, have been dealt
with: 1 whether to develop new Aystems of classroom interaction
analysis or adoptVadapt the systems that have been developed else-
where; 2) whether to use unidimensional.system or multidimensional
systems; 3) whether to cover in the programmes ordinary. classroom
situations or to cover classrooms involving special problems;.
4) what kind of programmes should be planned? 5) what systems should
be adopted/adapted? 6) what will be the modus operandi for the
collection of data? 7) what to expect from the teachers who are to
be involved in the programmes?
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311 MISRA R C: Bilingual method in English instruction. NIB
Journal 1970, 4(4), 44-7.

The Bilingual method as laid down by C.J. Dodson has been*discussed
and the differences and similarities between this method, and
Grammar-translation method, Direct method and Structural approach
have been *Anted out Though:mother.tongue is the potent
instrument in the Bilingual method, it is used only as a quick
way to establish meaning of new words, ,phrases and sentences
and to control practice and minimize the time employed for
teaching and learning effectively. The need for experimental
verification of Bilingual method inIndianetting has been
emphasized.

312- MEEK U, VENKATESWARA-RAO T: Pattern of classroom influence -
behaviour of class V teachers of Delhi. Indian .Educational
Review 1970, 5(1), 55-70. 27 ref.

The study was conducted on 50 male and female teachers randomly
drawn from Hindi-medium primary and middle municipal schools
in Delhi. The interaction analysis technique, an observational
technique developed by Flanders, was used and the observers
were eight social scientists who had been specially trained.
The analysis of the data revealed that the general pattern in
the influence-behaviour of the teachers appeared to be lecturing
and the total amount of talk done by students was in the way
of responding to the teachers. This finding of the study
suggests'that'teacher training should emphasise teachers'
responding to the pupils at the feeling level; encoraging
pupils to express themselves frankly, ,and accepting their
ideas. The training should make effective use of feed-back
on behaviour to bring about change in behaviour, should emphasise
the skills, .of promoting interdependent relationship in the
classroom and should use methods of increasing the level of
Motivation for achievement. This should' also result in making
the student talks more varied and in helping the students take
more initiative.

313 PATEL A S: Pnagranmed instruction, its psychological basis
and evaluation. Journalof Education and ftychology 1970, 28(1),
35.48.'18 ref.

It is observed that the major contribution of programmed instruction
is to the theory of teaching and that the problem of'teaching and
'learning have not been always attacked with so much` sOphistication
and experimental skill as evidenced in much recent research on pro-
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grammed instructions. Still, the teaching phenomena are sc.
complex that more useful research with better control is needed

to build up a body of sufficient knowledge, termed as educational

technology. It is maintained that at. present programmed
'instruction needs yet to be tested in the laboratory rather than

:.adopted for school use inhp country. It would be a hasty
step to prescribe it at present as a teaching method, especially
as the most potent innovation to replace the live teacher.

314 RAGMAVENDRA BRAT N: Learner -centred instruction. Technical
Teacher 1970, 4, 12-15. 3 ref.

A closed-loop typo of teaching system having adaptability based on
feed back and proper evaluationtechniques built in at every
stage has been recommended. Any of the media of instruction, i.e.
text-books, films, lectures etc. can be made to function as
closed - loop system in a total teaching package providing learner-
centred instruction. The teachers' role in the new system would
be increasingly that of a guide.and counsellor. The plan of
programmed. instruction in this.context has,been discussed. The

effectiveness of the various methods of instruction'technology
i.e. traditional (various open -loop methods), programmed instruction,
computer-based teaching machine technology, learner-centred

. instruction with a suitably developed teaching package for
incorporating into a teaching package has been indicated.

315 SITAR G B: Developing programmed learning courses in colleges
of education. Journal of Education and Psychology19701 28(1),
19-26,. 69.

. .

The Faculty of Education and Psychology of the Maharaja Sayajirao
University of Baroda introduced a course on.programmed.learning
at the M.Ed..level.in the year 1966. The objectives and the
course. outline havebpen given.: On the basis of two years
experience, the follaxing observations and .suggestions have been
made: 1) the time devoted to this course was not sufficient;
2) the course was not.campulsorY to all students;

the course is likely to be popular
in the future; 3) ;it. would-bo.better if prelirdinary ground is
covered at the B.Ed. level;.: 4) many college:of edudation.are not in
a position to start such courses for want of competent teaching
staff; the National Council of Educational Research and Training
(NCERT) should train teaching staff; 5) specimen programmed material

. shouldAte produced on various.pchool topics and these should be
available to.teachers; 6) the NCERT should set up a separate cell
:for .programmed learning; 7) the. Centre ofAdvanced Studies in Edu-
cation in the M.S. University of Baroda in collaboration with NOM,
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could undertake personnel training programmes. The following
information has also been given: 1) institutions in India where
programmed learning has been introduced; 2) the syllabus for.
programmed learning at M.241 level as prepared by the zonal
seminar onprogrammed learning held at Sardar Patel University
in 1969; 3) select list of books on the subject.

316 .SINGH -LC: Effects of orthography and pronunciation on the
affective ratings of concepts. Indian Educational Review 1970,
5(1) 75-83. 4 ref.

The study was undertaken to test the hypothesis that for a bilingual
subject the' affective rating of certain concepts in the mother
tongue differs from the rating of translation-equivalent words in
the second language, and to find out if the differences could
be attributed to orthography, or pronunciation, or both. Ten
compound bilingual subjects were asked to rate five concepts
presented in four combinations of the Romer and Devanagari
orthography of English and Hindi, respectively, and the
corresponding pronunciation of the two languages. The comepts
were rated against twelve GraphiC Differential Scales. The
data did not support the hypothesis.

317 SRREDHAR M V: Perspectives in programming language courses.
Journal of Education and Psychology 1970, 28(1), 54-64.

It is'ahown how programmed learning could be used with much
profit'inthe field of language learning in general and learning
a second language in particular.' A few specimen frames in
teaching variousaspects of a second language have been
presented. It is felt that all but the sound system (Phonetics)
of a second language could be programmed in a book format. The
teaching of reading and writing of script could also be pro-
grammed in a bock format.

318 SUNDARAM Ss Programmed instruction for qualitative improvement
of training. Technical Teacher 1970, 4, 32-6. 8 ref.

Programmed instruction would improve the quality of the National
Apprenticeship Training Schemes.and programmes wait has the
advantages of an individual rate of progress, self competitive
environment and the absence of the frustrating feeling of failure.
The three main types of programmes - linear, branching and skipping -
and the forms of their presentation and the methods of writing them
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have been discussed. To start with, programmed instruction
Methods could be followed at the Central Training Institutes
at Delhi,' Bombay, Oaacutta.and.Madras and later extended to
the Industrial Training Centres. A top level cppmittee under
the central Apprenticeship Council charged with the. responsibility
of organizing the scheme by defining the objectives. and planning
the strategy,and an expert team at each regional level to
study and prepare the programmes for implementation, and proper
utilization of I.L.O. funds for the aid of the apprenticeship
scheme have been suggested.

TESTS AND MEASURSMENTS

319 DH B, RAMADHAR SINGH: Hindi adaptation of the Aberdeen
Academic Motivation Inventory. Indian Educational Review 1970,

'.5(1), 71.46

The twenty-four item self-rating Aberdeen Academic Motivation
inventory was adapted in the Hindi language The appropriateness
of translation of items was judged by ten schoolteachers in
terms of their-content, meaning and .comprehensibility. The
inventory was.answered.by 222 male high school students with the
age -range of 12 to 17 years. Item analysis based on the
responses of two extreme groups (P80 and 120) led to the
rejection of four items. The revised 20 -item Hindi version
showed .a coefficient of stability of .82:with the gap of a
month. The validity coefficient of .62 was found by computing
rho correlation between scores on the inventory and hostel
superintendents' ranking of academic motivation of the subjects.
A highly significant difference in mean academic,motivation
scores between high and low, academic achievers in:heir exami-
nation established the concurrent validity of the test. , A
test of the :assumption of normal. distribution.assured !tale
suitability of the inventory.

320 HIREGANGE T K: Inventory for the evaluation of social and
emotional adjustment of high school children. Journal of the
College of Education, Karnatak University 1970, 7(2), 51-70.
.20 ref.

On the basis of symptoms of good adjustment and maladjustment as
well as interview' of a few students, eighty items of the Adjustment
Inventory (Al) were written. ExpertE0Judgement and a preliminary
try-out on 198 pupils led to the.pruning!of 30 items. The final AI
of 50 items was administered to 1266 high. school.students. The
negative response. to an item, indicated the extent of adjustment.
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The scores obtained by all subjects followed closely the normal
distribution. The.letter grade norms, percentile norMsi stanine
grade norms and T score norms were established. The coefficient
of equivalence of the AI was 0.87, and for the whole test it was

0.90. The coefficient of internal consistency was 0.89. The
coefficient of stability was .67 .76. The external criterion
validity was .089. The value of X2 was found to be significant
at .05 level. The Al is recommended for use by teachers,
counsellers etc.

321 , KOTBARI .Ss Relationship between the progressive matrices
tests'ana the cancellation task. Psychological Studies 1970,
15(1) 59..61. 3 ref.

Raven's Progressive Matrices Test and Cancellation Test were
administered to a sample of .70 graduate students (46 tales,
24 females) of Nagpur University, belonging to the age range
20 to 28,_ to study the relationship between the two tests. The
results clearly indicate a close relationship between the two
tests, and .tend to support the hypothesis that more intelligent
subjects will have a higher score on Cancellation Task than
the less intelligent subjects.

322 MAIATESSA R N: .Factorialatudy of the TAT instrument.
Journal of the College of EducationKarnatak University 1970,
7(2), 46-50. 6 ref.

Stories written by 150 boys of IX- and X standards from five high
schools of Mysore State were analysed for n achievement; There
were five projective pictures. The procedure suggested.by.
McClelland et al for scoring the stories was followed in total.
After computing the inter-correlation cOeffleients for the five
pictures, it was analysed to find out how many factors this
instrument measured The centroid method of factoring developed
by Thurstone was made use of. Factor analysis showed that this
instrument not only measures n aohievement but also visual
perception. However,.90% of the total measured criterion could
be attributed to n achievement. Guilford and Lacey test and Mc
Nemar test showed that this instrument measures not more than two
factors.
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323 MEHROTRA. K, MEHROTRA L P: Comparison of Stanford Binet

.

and Bhatia'a Battery of performance tests. Journal of Regional

College of Education, Bhopal 1970, 3(4), 133 -7.

The aim of the study was to compare the IQs obtained on the

two tests - 1) Hindi version c Stanford Binet'Test; 2) Bhatia's

SattEfry of Terformance Test of - when applied on

the sane individuals .and to determine the extent to which the

two tests are interrelated. The tests were administered to 93
subjects.(age range 11-33 years) by the Bureau of Psychology,
Allahabad during 1961 to 1964. The following conllusions have.
been drawn from the findings: 1) Stanford Binet IQs are lower
than Bhatia Battery IQs;. !,.) the correlation. coefficient between the

two sc1.1c,s in not high and as such the forecasting efficiency
of one test from the other is low; 3)-the two tests seem to
measure different aspects of abilities; 4) the subjects of average
and below average intelligence tend to score higher on performance
scale as compared to verbal scale,

324 PATTSD..G.M; Developing an instrument for the.evaluation of
secondary school mathematics programme. Journal of th,.. College
of Education, Karnatak University 1970, 7(2), 7181. 9 ref.

Keeping in view the objectives of teaching secondary school
mathematics and the evaluative criteria,.the evaluation instru-
ment was developed. Certain guiding principles were also, kept
in view in preparing the instrument in order to make.ithandy
and more useful. The instrument was tried out as self- evaluation
instrument.in thirty secondary schools. The test- retest reliability
of the instrument was .86.' The external criterion validity was
.79. The participating teachers and headmasters welcomed such
instruments for the self-evaluation of various programmes.
These instruments, it, is pointed emit could also be used by
inspecting officers,

325 SINHA L N K, KRISHNA K P: Smoking problem checklist for
college students. Psychological Studies 1970, 15(1), 50-4.
4 ref,

140

The study was designed to develop a suitable Smoking Problem Check-
List (SPC) for collego students. The 35 item check-list was pre-
pared on the basis of the problems revealed by 25 heavy.emokers in
psychological interviews lasting fromh2.to 6 sessions. The test -
retest reliability (r = .77) and odd-even reliability (.93) of the
full-length check -list were sufficiently high. The scores on SPC
were compared in terms of different personal variables and attitudes
towards smoking. A significant positive correlation (.27) was
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found between scores on sm and frequency of smoking ii a
day..

326 88IKANTIAH N Y: Standardisation of, an achievement test in
algebra. PSychology Annual 1970, 4, 36 9. 11 ref.

The aim of the study,waa to construct. and standardise an
achievement .test in algebra,(for IX and X. standard students).
so that it could ,be used to improve instruction and provide
guidance. .0ne, hundred .and ten multiple- choice items were pre-
pared following the suggestions given by Adkins, Ebel and. Bean.
The items were administered to 20 students in the pre tryout
and to 100 students inthe tryout.75 items were Selected for the
final test. The final test was administered to 460 students..
of nine high schools in.Mysore city. The test yielded a validity
of0.48 against an xctarnal criterion,,the mid-eession examin-
ation marks. The split half reliability for the whole test is
0.81.

VOCATIONAL AND TECHNICAL EDUCA2ION

. .

327 BACHU A: Nurses' role; in school health programme. Nursing
Journal of India 1970, 61(5), 141-2, 173.

328

The essentials of a good school health .programme have been
discussed in three inter-related parts: a) health'education,
b) healthy school environment, c) school health services.
The nurses' responsibilities.have been described as: 1) organization
and implementation, of the school health programme in cooperation
with the adminietratiVe staff, school personnel, representatives
of the medical profession, and appropriate community agencies;
2) provision of related health learnings experiences,and
determination of specific areas of health knowledge needed by
pupils at different levels of maturity; 3) providing health
counselling and guidance to the pupils, the parents, and the
school personnel.

'DEVADAB R P: Vocational education for women. Educational
Quarterly 1969, 21(1), 15-21.

in the .context of
.
the xisirg trend in women's education and

.. .

employMent, vocational guidance assumes importance. All ,efforts
should:be made'to provide guidance to girls, Girls could be

. !
.
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enabled to:Make intelligent vocational choicesthraUgh the'
following school activities: 1) participation in activities
such.as arts, crafts, music etc.; 2) discussion in the school
assembly by women who are employed in different fields.
Vocational education for women needsto be planned in keeping

. with the reasons for their working and their special_ attributes.
The various vocations suitable for wmen have been listed. With
regard to the problem of gettingtra.ned women for specific
jobs, organizing condensed courses o' training similar to those
organized by the Central'Bocial Welfixe Board (1963) has been
suggested. The' various recoMmendati ins of the National Committee
on Women's Bducation'and the various developments that have
occurred in the field of general and vocational education of
girls have been presented.

329 GULA'"I G L: Technical education Ind standards. Technical
Teacher 1970, 4, 67-9.

The importance of equipping technical
with a good knowledge of the basic pr
and their application has been highli
measures have been suggested for the
engineering, scientific and technical
2) associating the teachers of scient
with the standardization activities;
students the importance of the.preval
and drawing their attention to the re
direct bearing on their subjects.

, and engineering students
Lnciples of standardization
lilted. The following
purpose : 1) making the
curricula standards-oriented;
Lfic and technical subjects

impressing upon the
nt standards practiejs
event standards having a

330 NATARAJAN V: Instructional objecAves in the teaching of
surveying. Technical Teacher 1970, 4, 42-8.

The instructional objectives in teaching Traverse surveying to
students at polytechnic level, have leen listed under five units
of lessons.

331 NAYAR Ts P: Occupational training in the age of industrialisation
and technological progress. Manpower Journal 1969, 5(1),

The occupational training should have its base in a carefully designed
system of general education, emphasis Lng the inculcation of proper
attltudes,:qualities. and a broad perspective, stressing science and
mathematics-and proViding'apprOpriate educational and vocational
guidance. The stage of inten'si've vocational training, while not
neglecting general education, must emphasise the practical aspect
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and must be closely linked with industry. It should anticipate
rather than follow change 'in industrial needs: This stage should
be followed by part-time and correspondence courses both in
general and vocational subjects and schemes for training within
industry,

332 PRAKASA RAO M 8: Some reflections on vocational education
in India. Manpower Journal 1969, 5(1), 36-51.

Vocationalization of education is the remedy for the prevailing
mass .unemployment of matriculates. In this regard, introduction
of 'work experience' to all stages of edUcation would be a crucial
beginning. .Defining vocational education, it is .pointed out
that it should be available to middle school and secondary school
leavers and also drop -outs. The success of vocational education
programme depends upon the elimination of the. following factors:
1) the low social prestige of vocational education; 2) the
apprehension among the disadvantaged classes in the rural areas,
that vocationalization is a means of keeping higher general
education and higher status permanently out of reach for them;
3). absence of a comprehensive system of continuing education,
both professional and general; 4) lack of proper assessment of
the demand for vocational courses and the products of such
courses. Excessive regionalism leads to the .establishment of
substandard institutions and Over-production of skilled man-
power; Collaboration with industry is a.precondition for the
success of .vocational program. it may be examined whether
grOups of allied industries could jointly organize training
courses with subsidy from the Government.

333 81.RDBADH1KARY 8 C: Personnel training for thermal stations.
Bhagirath, the IrrigatiOn and Power Quarterly 1970* 17(2),
86-8.

Maximum utilization of the available capacity coupled with the
highest possible efficiency can only be achieved by proper operating
practices, adequate maintenance and skilled operating personnel who
are properly trained; hence.the need for specialised training.
Based on the additional steam power generating capacity envisaged
in the Fourth .Five Year' Plan, it is estimated that the total number
of operation and maintenance personnel required would be 7520 of
whom 3240 would require training. There are at present two training
institutes, one at Durgapur and the other at Neyveli. A third.
institute would be set up at Delhi. _The training imparted at
Durgapur is described. A practice - oriented syllabus has beer.
drawn and the course runs for 12 months comprising 335 hours of
lectures for the mechanical group and 286 hours for electrical
group, besides in-plant demonstrations.
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334 C B: Agricultural instruction, and programmed

learning technique. Progress of Education 1970, 44(10-11),
386-91. 16 ref,

Certain topics from Agricultural syllabi of VIII class of secondary
schools were. programmed and the students were taught the pro-
grammed material.. The following conclusions were drawn fram the
experiment: 1) all students profited by the programmed learning
material; 2)group-spacing is pramising as it is, also suitable
for the class-room situation; 3) the below-average group is
muchhenefitted by the programmed learning material with
.individual..spacing and it could compete with the above-average
.group which it cannot.do in the traditional method; 4):the above-
averaga group is much more benefitted.by the programmed learning
material with groupspacing; 5) the. three categories of students
have shown progress when they learnt the topic by the programmed
learning material with the individual-spacing as well as with
the group- spacing.

335 SOHAL T 0, SINGH. B P: Training young farmers in scientific
farming. Yojena 1970,.14(12), 21-2,

Punjab Agricultural University, Ludhiana has been running Young
Farmerst:Training Courses for.the last five years with a view
to equip farmers With the,latest scientific know-how and practical
skills in farming. The various steps involved in organizing
the courses - 1) publicity to the course; 2) selection of
trainees, 3) orientation session; 4) organization of instruction;
5) study tour, etc. - have been explained.

336 SiiIHENGAN K: System approach to technician education.
Technical Teacher 1970, 4, 1-7. 4 ref.

The basic principles of systeuLanaLysis-and approach have been
explained, and applied to the functioning of an industry, enumerating
the objectives of the top management and the methods by which they
achieve the sane. The principles of system approach have been
further adopted to analyse the objectives of'tenhnician education,
training, practice and experience, and for evaluating the curri-
culum for technicians.
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337 Training of foresters iiditorialj: Hindu 17 May 1970, p.8,

Cols. 2-3. 450 words.

Forest services should be reorganized in view of the. increasing
industrial deMand for forest products. In India as in other
developing nations, the funds for forest development and for
training personnel in forestry are inadequate. Forest economics
should be given greater emphasis in the educational programmes
for foresters.

WASTAGE AND STAGNATION

338 JORAPUR P'S: prop-outs in school education rural conditions
demand basic, changes. Yojma 1970, 14(12), 19-20.

. .

Study of percentage of school enrolment in various Statea goes.
to show that it.is.higher in induetrially advanced States on
account of.higher percentage of.literany and per capita income.
The problem of wastage has been examined giving figures from
Mysore State as an illustration. The following remedial measures
have been suggested.to reduce wastage : 1) school hours and
vacations should be so adjusted tosuit the needs of the rural
community which is predominantly agricultural; 2) adult education
should be given importance; the emphasis should be on functional
literacy.

339 RADHAKRISHSAN NAIR M: Project on potential dropouts. NIE
Journal 1970, 4(5 -6), 24-5.

With the help of the.concemed haadmasters and career :meters
the guidance wing of the State Institute of Education, Kerala,
undertodk a'project to reduce'westage in 12 aeledtedachools.
Pupils who were likely to .drop out were identified,earii enough
and helped by teachers to continue in school. As a result the
wastage percentage dropped from 10 to 8. The project involved
no financial'expenditure. Another advantage of the project was
the increased awareneas, on the part of the schOol staff,. of the
significance of the problem of wastage and the resultant desire
to improve the retaining capacity o;` the school.:
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WOMEN'S EDUCATION

340 GUHA P: Education of women in India, a historical per-
spective. Education Quarterly 1969, 21(1), 1-4.

A review of the history of education of women in India from the
ancient period to the current one has boen made. It is.pointed
out that since independence,. considerable, progress has been
achieved in the sphere of women's education. The following
aspects have been stressed: 1) since there still is an uneven
development of education throughout the country, it is necessary
to ensure minimum basiC education to all in all regions of the
country; 2) the scheme of girls! education should emphasise family
education for parento as well as for children; family education
Should also become a part of the adult education programme;
3) in the'scheme of girls' education, there should be special
programme to equip them for work in the community; 4) a systematic
programme of vocational guidance should be provided for. all
students, including girls.

341 MENON L N: Article 45 and primary education of girls.
Education Quarterly 1969, 21(1), 5-8.

It is pointed out that the. country should take appropriate
measures to fulfil the Constitutional Commitment (Article 45)
of providing free and compulsory education to all children up
to the age of 14 years. Sven if all the children of school._
going age are able to go to school, there will still be.the
groWihg problem of illiterates of whom the majority will be
girls and women. The need to clOse the.gap in. the progress of
education of boys and girls and between.rural and urban areas
and to effectively tackle the evils of wastage, stagnation and
lapse into illiteracy has been stressed. It has also been
stressed that educationiespecially primary education should
receive priority in the programmes of national development.. The
rural population, it is maintained, feel the need for girls'
education and whatever prejudices there might be,.have a basis
'in their own experience and needs which must be understood... The
ollOwing suggestions, have been given:, 1) the policy of. staffing

all primary schools with womenteachers should be pursued
vigorously; 2) theimoney,spent'for rural social welfare and the
entire amount alloCated for pre-primary and family planning should
be used for training and .,accamodation of teachers in rural areas;
3) candidates from rural'areas should be given special incentives
to go for teacher training.
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342 PANANDIKAR 8: Imbalances in the progress of girls' education .

extent and remedy. Education Quarterly 1969, 21(1), 9-11, 21.

The trend of increase in enrolmentofthe age-group 6-11 since
1960-61 has been presented. Increase in the enrolment and
attendance.has been achieved .due to 1) provision of.mid-day
meals and 2) introduction of some of the measures suggested
by the National Committee on Women's Education (1959). However
two of the measures suggested by the Committee - a).incentives
to teachers.forimprOving enrolment and attendance and b) attaching
creches to primary schools in rural areas - have not been
tmplemented.. It is urged that these measures should be implemented
and that the resources Afor,these could be foundry a little
adjustment in the deirelopmentil schemes. With regard to the
education of the.age.group 11.14, that is the middle stage, it
is advocated thatthere should be provision of part-time
education facilities. The extent to which broadcasting can
be used for part-thne education should also be explored.

343 Reports on the progress of girls' and women's education in
the States., Education Quarterly 1969, 21(1), 47.53.

Reports on the progress of women's education in the States of
Andhra Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh, Pondicherry, Rajasthan and
Tamil Nadu have been presented.

344 SARAN R: Voluntary organizations and women's education.
Education Quarterly 1969, 21(1), 29-32.

The following are the ways in which voluntary efforts could be
utilized to supplement the Government programmes in promoting
women's education: 1) the National Social Service which has
recently been sponsored in the universities can utilise the
student potential in specific educational programmes; 2) individual
volunteers, viz., non-student youth, retired persons and educated
housewives and voluntary organizations, should be mobilised for
the purpose; 3) in rural areas, the school teacher, postmaster,
etc, should be drafted for voluntary educat,onalwork. These
voluntary agencies could engage in part times educational pro -
grammes. Daystudy centres where the needy student could get books
and study facilities, may be opened. Post-elementary education
must be job-oriented, the volunteers can help in running short-
term job- oriented courses to students and housewives. Shortage .

of accommodation can be solved by 1) using the. existing school
and college buildings, and 2) using local material to put up
structures in rural areas,
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WORKERS' EDUCATION

345 Personality tests in workers education. Workers' Education

1970, April, 10-11.

WorlowS liucation.Centre, HUbli conduCted some psychological
tests:to:adjudge the intelligence, educational achievement,
.aptApude and ,personality of the worker teacher trainees at
the' commencement of the course. Tests were given to groups

of seven trainees. The fOildWineare the resu* 3 of the
tests: 1) five out of seven trainees were found to possess
average, intelligence; 2) the group knew about the "iveYear
Plans, workers education and trade unionism fairly well;' but
did not know about industry and. labour legislations; 3) the
trainees either poSsessed leadership qualities or potentiality
for leadership; a good number possessed initiative, adjustability
and'are aware of social responsibilities; but more than 5134
did not have enough will power, self-confidence and judgement
of human behaviour; 4) nearly all trainees were found fit to
become teachers; 5). almost all trainees possessed positive
personality traits. It is observed that this kind of aslssment
could be used in devising a suitable training programme.

-
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SPECIAL SECTION

ECONOMICS OF EDUCATION

A28 AMIN R K, PATHAK Ms Cost of education in certain faculties
of Sardar Patel University. Arth&-Vikas 1967, 3(2), 23-41.

The coat of education per student in the various faculties of the
university has been estimated for the year 1964-65. The cost
of education, which is also termed as the social cost, consists
of a) student cost - i) individual cost, ii) institutional
subsidy, and b) institutional cost - i) direct cost, 11) indirect
cost. The following are .tho estimates of cost per student
per year: 1) the faculty of Arts: - a) first degree - Rs.1455,
b) second degree - Rs.3118; 2) the faculty of commerce: -
a) first degree Rs.1661, b) second degree - Rs.2630; 3) faculty
of science: - a) first degree - Rs.1721, b) second degree -
h.5243; 4) faculty of engineering: - first degree -R42957;
5) faculty of agriculture: - first degree - Rs.2174.

A29 BAIJIT SINGH, HUSAIN I Z: Programme for economic research in
educational.planning.(In Educational research, an interdisciplinary
approach, report of a seminar. Delhi, Central Institute of
Education, 1969. 93-108. 20 ref).

The criteria for alloCation of. resources among different levels
and types of education can be based either 1) on perfect
consumer's. sovereignty or 2) strictly.on long term projections
for the manpower requirements .created in the production process.
The allocation of given.. resources on the basis of three approaches,
namely: a) social demand.a,pprOach, b) .manpower forecasting
-approach, c) rate otreturn analysis, has been discussed. It

ie conCluded that no.single approach can result in the optimal
solution. A'combination of.the three approaches is pleaded for.
A brief outline of certain studies in economics concerning the
field Of education has been given to-show the Contribution that
can be made by such researches to determine the size and pattern
of resource allocation. The following areas of esearch that may
be treated with urgency'have also beenAndicated: 1)-cost studies;
21, productivity studies; 3) cost benefit analysis; 4) educational
finance; 5) programme analysis; 6) projection; and 7). models build-
ing and system analysis.



A30 CHAUDHRI D P, RAO P: Private and social returns to higher
education, a case study of Delhi Graduates. Economic and
Political Weekly 1970, 5(14), 605-S, 14 ref.

The private and.social.internai rates of returns to investment
for the 1954 graduates of various degrees of the Delhi University
have been computed on the basis of the following two alternative
assumptions with regard to private costs: 1) the actual average
expenditure of the Delhi University student on food, clothing,
education, etc., as reported in A.M. Khusro's study (see
Indian Educational Material 1967, Vol. 2, No.2, Abstract No.
370)E 2) the actual.educational!expenses and transportation costs
as reported in Khusro's study plus the earnings foregone by
the .student. The. study has revealed that 1) private rates
of return on all degrees are considerably higher than the all-
India.average (8.1 % >; these are even higher than what could
be obtained from investment in the induStrial sector of the
Indian economy (16-20); 2) the social'rates-of return on Delhi
University education are considerably. higher than the all-India
average (77.);3).a comparison of private rates of return on
various degrees belies a;few popularly held beliefs in.the
preference of specialisation and raises :a few questions for
the. educational administrators regarding admission policies

- into various courses; 4) the internal.rates of return, both
private. and social on all the degrees (except History) are
consistently higher than those frothengineering degrees (social
rate.9.6%. and .private 13.5 %) ; 5) higher education can be a
paying investment even in a less-developed country like India.

A31 .....DEVARAJAN G: .Rationale of investment in' education. (In
. /nVestment in human resources. ,Bombay, Popular Prakashan, 1966.
22-32). 21 ref. .

To maximise. the returns from physical capital, there should be
adequate support. from human capital. Amore increase in invest-
ment in conventional.eduntion in the underdeveloped countries
woUld.in all probability actunlly.decrease rather than increase
outputs. The limited funds that are available for investment in
educationin these' countries should be placed where they.011 do

..the most good: On.examining the present pattern of investment in
education in the underdeveloped countries and Asia,. shortage of
'critical skills' on the one hand and'surplus labour of all kinds
on the other are apparent. So .a different'pattern of investment
sin education is necessary. .Since the shortage of critical skills
is the.maJor reason for:thsexistence of surplus labour, priority
should be glven.to secondary education from which trainable, high,

!A.evel manpower is drawn.HNext in importance comes adult education.
Alt skilliouilding-programmes should be set in the context of a
manpower plan. Investment in.education:will become a waste if
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_proper incentives are lacking. Every effort should be made
to avoid waste Of.investterit arising brit of misallocated skills,
educated unemployed and tdrb.p:

A32 12Y B; On costing of education. (In Pandit H
'.1tieasurement.of cost productivity and efficiency 'of education.
.Delhi, National Council of.Sducational Research and Training,
1969. 14-26).

An attempt is made to show the extent to which cost concepts
reluvant to manufacturing industries can be applied to
educational industry. The educational costs are broadly classi-
fied into four categories: i) direct expenditure; ii) expenditure
for meals and tiffins; iii) expenditure on students' health
service and iv) expenditure on training of teachers. An

empirical content is given to the Cost classificatiPP scheme
with the help of the data collected tbrough'a pilot enquiry
of public health and educational services in an urbanised
village.in West Bengal for 1963.

A33 GRIFFIN K B, HURTADG C: 'Econometric approach .to planning
education. Economic Weekly 1664, 16(46), 1815-17. 8 ref.

Tinbergen'and.Correa have presented an econometric model
("Quantitative adaptation of education to accelerated growth":
Kyklde-1962, 15(4), 785) which they believe can ,be used for the
solution of a number of problems of long-terM planning for
education,in developed and developing countries. Tinbergen -
Correa model (T'r C model) has been examined and it has been
concluded that a) the T-C model is not useful in under-developed
countries because it implicitly assumes, that the existing
educational system is desirable and need only be expanded;
2) the econcaetricodel is not useful in growing.industrialized
nations. becaUse it assumes that ter a given rate of growth the
proportion of secondary school graduates to university graduates
is fixed; that is .the coefficients do not change systematically

-through :tiMe;'3) the model is not'useful for short-term. programming
because' its time unit of six years is too long for the assumption
of fixed' coefficients to be credible; 4) the model ignores most
of the important. problems of "planning education, especially in
an under-developed country.. It is observed that it would be diffi-
cult to interpret T-C's purely quantitative model Unless one is
given simultaneously a wealth of information about qualitative and
institutional changes. The claim that the model can be used for
the solution of a number of problems of long-term planning for
education is too ambitious, it is contended.
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A34k GURBAK. SINGH: Concepts in and methodology of measuring unit

costs in education. (In Pandit H IcAls. measurement of cost
productivity and efficiency of education. Delhi, National Council
of Educational Research and Training, 1969. 42-5).

possibility" of double counting_ of fees and scholarship is

:pointed out, It is, explained how the private cost can be.
duplicated, if expenditure at parent's end and that.at the
educational institution's end are both taken into account.
Certain questions regarding valuation of cost of scholarship
in, the computation of unit cost have also been raised. The

taxonomy of unit costs is presented.

A35 .HARBHAJANSINGH: Cost and quality of ,school education, a
review, of researches. Indian Educational Review 1969,
4(1),. 125-34..25.ref.

The study of cost and quality is aComplexone involving.the
following issues 1) formulating the .criteria of quality in
education; 2) controlling factors such as pupil's intelligence,
motivation, health, socio-economic status etc..which affect
quality;. 3) identifying and computing.thevarious categories
of cost such as a) private cost, b) opportunity cost, o) insti-
tutional cost; 4Y:teachers' competence, motivation etc,.wlxich.
is, a non-finance factor that affects the quality A review
has been done of 25,research ctudips undertaken.during .1920-1963.
It has been generally established that, high quality ;schools
spend more money per'pupil.than other schools, yet more
increments in cost per pupil do not lead to increase 4n quality.
It is suggested that thefollowing.considerationsshould be
taken into account in the future researches: 1) quality at a
.:point.of time .is likely to be ;related to expenditure over a
period of time than to the expenditure at the given time;
2) aipositive relationship. between quality and pant expenditure
levels will exist only when the level of exrenditure is the
result.of pound budgeting of:resources; 3) quality does not
depend ca past expenditure _alone, but from a combination of
expenditure factors and other essential factors; -;4) a specific
prObieM which needs thorough examination in Indiansecondary
schools .is the effect of specialisation (greater :division of
work/ among the teachers with respect, to subject. matter areas
upon the qUality and efiiciency improvement, in .che school
Situation.

.'
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A36 KWHARI V N: Factor cost of education in India. Indian

Rconomic Journal'1966; 13;5), 631-46.

The study.aims to determine how large the draft made by
education is on the resources of the community. The study is
confinedto only the "formal education ,in the recognised schools,
colleges'and universities. states of total factor cost of
education in India are presented for the years 1950-51, 1956-37
and 1959-60. To measure the'magnitude of resources used up
in education the methodology adopted by T.W. Schultz of esti-
mating the direct and indirect costs of education has been
followed. After working Out,the upper and lowe't estimates

CI the total factor costs of education'it is estimated that the
earnings foregone in the total costs of education in India

is 45% - 55%. It is found that the total factor cost of
addcationexpressed as percentage of;netnational income
'increased from 3,6% to 6.5% if upper estimate is taken:and from
2.6% to 5.0% if lower estimate, is to en. Similarly it is
found that the total resources devotel to education expressed
as ratio of net investment, remained constant at .00 for the
upper estimate and at .45 for the lower estimate. Comparing
India with the USI. it is.revealed.tha India spends nearly
as much on education as' is being done by the USA at a far
more advanced stage of development. kaincomparing the
relative cost of schooling for various stages of education,
it is found that the higher stages of elucation are relatively
Costlier 1 India than in the USA. The cost'ratios relative to
per capita income reveal that all stages. of education make
relatively higher demands an resources is India than in the
USA.. It is observed that this findingti extremely suggestive
and has an important bearing on:, India's kbility to- aporove
the quality of education.

A37 RULKARNI G B: C6stof.eduCation in c
Bombay 1962-63 to 1966-67,. (11 Pandit H
andefficiency of education..'Delhi Nati
Research and Training, 1969. 114-20).

Ths study reveals. that unit cost at curl's,'
-from.11:631&tp Rs.453 during..the period. L

pupil-teacher-ratio went.down from'33:1.t.
trend, many of.the.teachers connner
the profession. The, reason for this migh
increased emoluments available in alterna
in the work-load of teachers during the r

amerce colleges of
N, Rd Cost productivity

36ucational

it prices had increased
aled shows that the

. 25:1; Despite this
:e,colleges were leaving
be two-fold: 1) the

:ive jobs; 2) increase
:riod.
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A38 NADKARNI T V: Stine definitional asPectS of investment in
human capital. (la investieni in 'human resources. Bombay,
Popular Prakashan, 1966. 52-8) 14 ref.

. :
The elements ofconsumption.and maintenance should bo excluded
from the definition of.inVestment'in human capital, though they

. may. have the effect of increasing or maintaininghnman efficiency.
-poly such-outlays are.considered as investment in human capital,
that increase human productivity or earning:power directly and

. not through the .satisfaction ofYwantst, This restricted definition
. does in no way reduce the importance of expenditure on public
- .health recreation.etc. Just.toemphasize the importance of

aicertain .expenditure, the definition of investment need not
be broadened to include it.. It is well known that investment
alone is not conducive to economic development. .An increase
inoonsumption levels has also a Contributory role in the process
of development,

A39 PARWANABW. C B: Recent trends in economics of education and
. economics of educational planning. Tamil.Nadu education 1969,
3(3)i 1944..

. ,

In this .survey, the developments in economics of education and
economics of educational planning since 1960 axe discussed. A
distinction is made between economics of education and economics
of educational planning. The idea underlying.ecencmics of,
education is that..educationis.an-invpStment.and therefore all
aspects of educational activity,will have to besubjected to the
criteria underlying any investment activity. But economics
of educational planninr; is concerned more with educational
planning and in this the developnents ineconcoics of education
are utilised in full without, however limiting to the consider,
ations to:which theories-of economic growth_will llmit.themse'ves.
The, growth of literatura.in,these.fields has been.traced. The
following aspects have.been.discussed inthis survey: 1) -measure-
ment of the contribution of education to economic growth; 2) edu-
cation as the cause or tha result of economic growth; 3) models
for educational planning such as Social, demand approach, manpower
approbch, rate ofrpturn approach etc;. 4) costm.benefitcriteria;
.5) methods of financing education, the magnitudeoffinance, cost,
productivity and efficiency of education. ..
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h40 PANCHAMUKHI ? R: aducatinnal capital in India. Indian
Hconomic Journal 1965, 12(3), 306-14. 18 ref.

.! .

An. attempt is made to give some estimates of the resources
that are entering into all types of educationin India: Attention
is focussed on the costs of formal education, on the job training
and training in the armed services. The estimates of the
.costs.ef f-'rural education for 1950 to 1959 and of other types
for tha years 1957, 1958 and 1959.have been worked out. The
following observations have been made: 1) considering the period
often.years,. the general educ "tion cnsts is aboUt seven to
eight times the professional education costs; 2) the social
costs of education which ware neglected se far are nearly 40% of
the total costs; hence the neglect of such hidden costs obscures
the whole pictures .of educational costs; 3) comparing India
with the U3h and:3ermany, it is observed that the percentage
of educational investments to .physical investments is highest
An the: case of India but it is notmlving uniformly; this
in due to the uneven growth of physical 1nvestments;for quicker
industrialization, the rate of growth of educational expenditure
must be higher than the rate of growth of physical investments;
5) total cost of education (1.0. the costs of formal education,
on the jobtraining and training in thehrmed serviCes).for
1957 to* 1960 is Skfto.8% of the National Income whereas: it is
11.8% to 12.9% in the UM. The need for more expenditure on the
part of the public sector is stressed.

A41 -PAVDIT H N: Hconomic approaches to investment decision-
making in education. Lndian Educati-nal Review 1970, 5(1),

. 1-54. 137 ref.

The econonic.and:econaMetricapproaches to- investment decisiln-
making in education are critically appraised The major strengths
and weaknesses :of the ,rate-ofretbrns.criterim, Manpower-
planning approaches-human res-:iurcas development str=Lte7ies based
on internatinnal-coMparisona, income and educational expenditure
.correltion.analysls,etd. are pointed Out... Combining the
rate-,rrraturne criterion and the manpower-reiluireMente approach
with the.help of a linear.programming.model is suggested. h
mixture of the principles of maximization of national incase and
minimization of unemployment amlng educated persons is proposed
as the objective function of the model. The constraints to be
imposed on this-objectlVe function will be 'in' the form of physical
zvid-manprwer reseurceavallabilities ancithe-sedio.4cOnomic mangoower
needs of an economy.
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PANDIT .11 N: ..Study.'in unit 'costs. at the ,school stage in

India, a design of the research project. (In Pandit H N, *LAI

Measurement of cost productivity and efficiency of education.

. Delhi,. National Council. of Educational Research and. Training,

1969. 0-43).

The unit on economics of education in.National Council of
Educational Research and Training ,(NCERT) haS planned the
research project the major aims of which are 1) to estimate
the 'unit cost of education:at school-stage;, the units for the

purpose ,of measurement are a) student; b): class; a) institution;

2) 1' locate factors which ,cause. variations .in the unit costs;

3) .i. tudy,,unit cost in relation to the *Internal and external.

efficiency' of sohoolstage. An overall !summary of issues

involved in selecting items df posts, unit for measurement
and 'indices for measuring the quality .of oittput has .been given.
The organizational aspects of: the research project as envisaged
by the NCERT have also been presented.

A43 PAUL 5: Management education; social costs and returns.
Econotnic and Political Weekly. 1970, 5(22),. M46-M52, 16 ref.

It is pointed out that some observers have argued that much more
is spent on management education than on .management research
and consultancy although the latter's pay-off have been higher
(Pee !Indian Educational. Material V.5 No iAbstract No33)
This:paper seeks. to apply cost-benefit analysis to evaluating'
institutions set up for imparting management education. The
major-conclusions are: 1) social cost-benefit analysis can
be adapted to provide a useful conceptual framework for the
economic evaluation, of educational programmes, the nature of
costs .and returns, is such .that of all, forms of education this
approach seems, most relevant .to the evaluation of management
education; .2) the results of. the social cost-benefit analysis
of the. India Institute of Management,. Ahmedabad, attempted
here, show -that, allocation of resources for management education
at the national level is justified even when judged under the most
pessimistic; assumptions .about costs and returns.

444 RAC V K.ft V: Educat i.on as investment...

(In BaljfitSingh,,,Ed%. :Education as investment. Meerut, Meenakshi,
Praliashan, 1967, 4-16).

Expenditure on education constitutes an important form of investment
in economic development. Investment criteria are therefore quite
relevant in determining the volume and content of education, Skills
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and attitudes pertinent to the promctiOn-of economic development
-'''Conef4itute. a necessary, though notexClUilive:en&-product of

:education; and notonlk the.content buteltio"the methOdology
and the technology of education hive to'beformulated. for the
achievement of this objective. Within the educational system,
priority has to be assigned to its different sectors, .depending
upcin the stage of development and its manpower and attitudinal
requirements. The. development of human,resourCes is the.cardinal
"objective of education in a deVeloping economy. It is the
maximizatien.of'returns from investment` in education.that
determines its,Contribution.to the social And:economic develop-
ment. Hence, the importance. of viewing education not merely as
a final consumption good, but also as a capital good that enables
man to get the best out of his environment.

A45 . ROY. P K:' 'Iducation.and.ectnomic growth. (In Mathur V S.

Crucial problems in Indian education. Delhi; Arya Book Depot,
1970, 106-13).

The economic aspects of education have been lisCussed. Since .

education is an investMent,,it is necessary tO. preVent.wastage
and to ensure maximum benefit.fiom'iti This involies efficient
planning, The queRtion of priorities to be given has to be
decided. The following suggestions. have been made: 1) at the
primary stage, the existing schools rhould be strengthened-
rather thancpening new.onearattention has a/so tb be given
to the content-of Primary'edUcatiOn'and.teacher training; 2) it
is necessary to develop a comprehensive philosophyibr the
secondary stage instead of merely orienting it to the needs of
university education; agricultural education should be stressed;
3) university education also needs to be modified in the light
of economic demands;.the needs of the community must be trans-
lated effectively into the Courses,of stUdyt.Continued indiscipline
in educational institutions would be detrimental to economic
development, hence all efforts should be taken to root out
indiscipline and unrest; to avoid wastage of effort and money
university education should be made available to'only those
student0 who have aptitude. and ability; 4) although, economic
demand is an. important determinant of eduaational policy, the
social, cultural and spiritual objeCtivea of education should not
be lost sight of.

A46 SHAH K R: Private costs of elementary education. (In Pandit,
H Ni RALMeatUrement of cost productivity. sm1effiCiency of edu-
cation..',Delh4 National Council of Educational.Reilearch and Training,
1969. 57-74).

The importance of non tuition expenditure is emphasised. It is
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A47

contended that the fees are not considered as a burden by the

. relatively affluent.parents. The study reveals that non -

tuit ion expenditure is usually low in the case of children
ccming.frce poorer families..

,PHARMA D Unit costs of education,.our.Rnowledge, gaps
and: our needa, (In Pandit H N, Ed. Measurement. of.cost producti-
vity and efficiency of education. Delhi, National Council
of Educational Research and Training, 1969. 27-41).

The importance and nature of unit costs required at different
levels of edutation withpecial reference to Indian conditions
as at present and their role in measuring various inputs and

outputs have been dealt with. The nature of available educational
statistics, their coverage, gaps and.their:limitations have

pointed out. A method has been developed to.utilise the
existing ,statiatics in measuring the.cost per student at
different levels of school education and to find out the extent
of wastageof resources on account of drop -outs and stagnation.
Measures are suggested for improving the present method of
collection of cost data by the government agencies in the country.
Taxoomay.of costs is given in the appendix.

A48 .3RIVASTAVA R K, SURYANARAYANAN .3 3:..Econometric.approach
to planning education; comment. Economic Weekly 1965, 17(11),
491-2.

Some limitations of theCorrea-Tinbergen (C T) model, which
considersthe.quantitative .interrelationships between the
educational.system and economic requirements of certain levels
of manpower by Teens pf,linear difference equations were die-

.
cussed by Griffin.and.Hurtado-(See Indian Educational Material
Vol..5, Not Abstract A33 .).and it.was concluded that the types
of problems the model is designed toeolve. are notthe problems
can which economists ,working in the.underdevelopedtountries
aremUchoonterned. The .authors do not agree with this sweeping

..,,,.criticism of the.C-T model. 'Obviouslyeconteetrtic approaches
of the d-T type to educational planning would have somewhat
limited applicability in developing countries which carry a large
backlog of educated unemployment and where timeseries data on
various aspects of economic and educational development are not
available. No model can approach and Simulate real situations
fullyeither._ .Itie also difficult to quantifyth.edifferent
ndneconomic fectorSdthateffect.the.gTowth and development.of
education. The initial focus in developing a model has to be
placed on quantitative aspects and measurable variable (to the
comparative neglect of qualitative aspects) ,and a high degree of
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aggregation is unavoidable. The limitations, however, do not
constitute sufficient ground for rejecting the model on qualitative
oz a priori considerations.

A49 VENKATESHEAR RAO 14. Educational costs, concepts and issues
(In Pandit. H N, au. Measurement of cost productivity and
efficiency of education. Delhi, National Council of Educational
Research and Training, 1969. 40-56). 12 ref.

Certain economic Aspects of education which are.believed to have
a definite bearing.on the costs of education have been consi-
dered. Analysing the concept of the cost of (higher) education,
it is pointed out that the inclusion of the following items
into the scope of costs is controversial: 1) cost of university
research; 2) students maintenance c,ast; 3).costs incurred.on
auxiliary services. Further, in a labour.redundant under-
developed economy, there is no reason to include opportunity
cost. It is observed that it is not possible to obtain an
accurate measure of total costs and that an investigator should
aim at a.sar;isfactory feasible estimate of costs rather than
an ideally accurate figure. Discussing the problem of definition
of.a unit in cost studies, it is remarked that in estimation of
outlays for universal primary or secondary education, 'an
optimum institution' may be an appropriate unit. In matters of
attainment of targets of skilled manpower of various scientific
and technical categories, duration of professional course as
a unit is relevant.
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